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Province of the Most Holy Name of Jesus

St. Dominic, True Preacher
of the Gospel
Benedict XVI
“Sweet Christ on earth,” St. Catherine of Siena
Dear brothers and sisters,
Last week I presented the luminous figure of
Francis of Assisi; today I would like to speak to
you of another saint who, in the same period,
made an essential contribution to the renewal of
the Church of his time. It is St. Dominic, the founder of the Order of Preachers, known also as the
Dominican Friars.
His successor in the leadership of the order,
Blessed Giordano di Saxony, gives a complete
portrait of St. Dominic in the text of a famous
prayer: "Inflamed by zeal for God and supernatural ardor, by your limitless charity and the fervor
of a vehement spirit, you consecrated yourself
wholly with the vow of perpetual poverty to apostolic observance and to evangelical preaching." It
is in fact this essential feature of Dominic's witness that is underlined: He always spoke with
God and about God. In the life of saints, love of
the Lord and of neighbor, the seeking of God's
glory and the salvation of souls always go together.

St Pope Pius V in adoration of the Crucified Christ 1572-1575
Michele Parrasio ca.1516-1578
Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid

Dominic was born in Spain, in Caleruega, around
1170. He belonged to a noble family of Old Castille and, supported by an uncle priest, he was
educated in a famous school of Palencia. He was
distinguished immediately for his interest in the
study of sacred Scripture and for his love of the
poor, to the point of selling books, which in his
time constituted a good of great value, to help
victims of famine with what he collected.
Ordained a priest, he was elected canon of the
chapter of the cathedral in his native diocese,
Osma. Although this appointment could repreContinued on page 2)
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sent for him some motive of prestige in the Church and in
society, he did not interpret it as a personal privilege, or
as the beginning of a brilliant ecclesiastical career, but as
a service to render with dedication and humility. Is not
perhaps the temptation to a career, to power, a temptation to which not even those who have a role of leadership and governance in the Church are immune? I recalled this a few months ago, during the consecration of
some bishops: "We do not seek power, prestige or esteem for ourselves. [...] We know how in civil society and
often also in the Church things suffer because many people on whom responsibility has been conferred work for
themselves rather than for the community" (Homily, Cappella Papale per l'Ordinazione episcopale di cinque Ecc.
mi Presuli, Sept. 12, 2009).
The bishop of Osma, who was named Diego, a true and
zealous pastor, very soon noticed the spiritual quality of
Dominic, and wished to make use of his collaboration.
Together they went to Northern Europe to carry out diplomatic missions entrusted to them by the king of Castille.
While traveling, Dominic became aware of two great challenges for the Church of his time: the existence of people
who were not yet evangelized, in the northern limits of the
European continent, and the religious scourge that weakened Christian life in southern France, where the action of
some heretical groups created disturbance and a falling
away from the truth of the faith. Missionary work on behalf
of those who do not know the light of the Gospel and the
work of re-evangelization of the Christian community thus
became the apostolic goals that Dominic intended to pursue. It was the Pope, to whom Bishop Diego and Dominic
went to ask advice, who requested the latter to dedicate
himself to preaching to the Albigensians, a heretical group
which held a dualistic concept of reality, that is, of two
equally powerful creative principles, Good and Evil. This
group, consequently, had contempt for matter as coming
from the principle of evil, even rejecting marriage, and
reaching the point of denying the incarnation of Christ, the
sacraments in which the Lord "touches" us through matter, and the resurrection of bodies. The Albigensians esteemed a poor and austere life -- in this sense they were
even exemplary -- and they criticized the wealth of the
clergy of that time.
Dominic accepted this mission enthusiastically, which he
carried out precisely with the example of his poor and
austere existence, with the preaching of the Gospel and
with public debates. He dedicated the rest of his life to
this mission of preaching the Good News. His sons would
fulfill St. Dominic's other dreams: the mission ad gentes,
that is, to those who did not yet know Jesus, and the mission to those who lived in the city, especially in the universities, where new intellectual tendencies were a challenge
for the faith of the well-educated.

This great saint reminds us that a missionary fire must
always burn in the heart of the Church, which drives incessantly to take the first proclamation of the Gospel and,
where necessary, to a new evangelization: Christ is, in
fact, the most precious good that men and women of all
times and all places have the right to know and to love!
And it is consoling to see how also in the Church of today
there are so many -- pastors and lay faithful, members of
old religious orders and of new ecclesial movements -that with joy spend their life for this supreme ideal: to proclaim and witness the Gospel!
Other men associated themselves to Dominic Guzmán,
attracted by the same aspiration. Thus, gradually, from
the first foundation of Tolosa, was born the Order of
Preachers. Dominic, in fact, in full obedience to the directives of the Popes of his time, Innocent III and Honorius
III, adopted the ancient Rule of St. Augustine, adapting it
to the needs of apostolic life, which led him and his companions to preach, moving from one post to another, but
returning, later, to their own monasteries, places of study,
prayer and community life. In a particular way, Dominic
wished to highlight two values considered indispensable
for the success of the evangelizing mission: community
life in poverty and study.
First of all, Dominic and the Friars Preachers presented
themselves as mendicants, that is, without vast properties
of land to administer. This element rendered them more
available for study and itinerant preaching and constituted
a concrete witness for the people. The internal government of the Dominican monasteries and provinces was
structured on the system of chapters, which elected their
own superiors, confirmed later by major superiors; hence,
an organization that stimulated fraternal life and the responsibility of all the members of the community, exacting
strong personal convictions. The choice of this system
stemmed precisely from the fact that the Dominicans, as
preachers of the truth of God, had to be consistent with
what they proclaimed. Truth studied and shared in charity
with brothers is the most profound foundation of joy.
Blessed Giordano of Saxony said of St. Dominic: "He received every man in the great bosom of charity and, because he loved everyone, everyone loved him. He made
a personal law for himself of being joyful with happy persons and of weeping with those who wept" (Libellus de
principiis Ordinis Praedicatorum autore Iordano de Saxonia, ed. H.C. Scheeben, [Monumenta Historica Sancti
Patris Nostri Dominici, Romae, 1935]).
In the second place, with a courageous gesture Dominic
wished that his followers acquire a solid theological formation, and he did not hesitate to send them to the universities of the time, even though not a few ecclesiastics
regarded with diffidence these cultural institutions. The
Constitutions of the Order of Preachers give great importance to study as preparation for the apostolate. Dominic
(Continued on next page)
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wanted his Friars to dedicate themselves to study, sparing no effort, with diligence and compassion -- to study
founded on the soul of all theological learning, that is, on
sacred Scripture, and respectful of the questions posed
by reason.
The development of culture imposes on those who carry
out the ministry of the Word, at various levels, to be well
prepared. Hence I exhort all, pastors and laity, to cultivate
this "cultural dimension" of faith, so that the beauty of the
Christian truth can be better understood and faith can be
truly nourished, reinforced and also defended. In this Year
for Priests, I invite seminarians and priests to appreciate
the spiritual value of study. The quality of the priestly ministry depends also on the generosity with which one applies oneself to the study of revealed truths.
Dominic, who wished to found a religious Order of
Preachers-Theologians, reminds us that theology has a
spiritual and pastoral dimension, which enriches the spirit
and life. Priests, consecrated persons and also all the
faithful can find a profound "interior joy" in contemplating
the beauty of the truth that comes from God, truth that is
always up-to-date and always living. Hence, the motto of
the Friars Preachers -- contemplata aliis tradere -- helps
us to discover a pastoral yearning in the contemplative
study of such truth, by the need to communicate to others
the fruit of one's contemplation.

When Dominic died in 1221 in Bologna, the city that declared him its patron, his work had already had great success. The Order of Preachers, with the support of the
Holy See, had spread to many countries of Europe to the
benefit of the whole Church. Dominic was canonized in
1234, and it is he himself, with his sanctity, who indicates
to us two indispensable means for apostolic action to be
incisive. First of all, Marian devotion, which he cultivated
with tenderness and which he left as precious legacy to
his spiritual children, who in the history of the Church
have had the great merit of spreading the prayer of the
holy rosary, so dear to the Christian people and so rich in
evangelical values, a true school of faith and piety. In the
second place, Dominic, who took care of some women's
convents in France and in Rome, believed profoundly in
the value of intercessory prayer for the success of apostolic work. Only in Paradise will we understand how much
the prayer of the cloistered effectively supports apostolic
action! To each one of them I direct my grateful and affectionate thoughts.
Dear brothers and sisters, may Dominic Guzmán's life
spur all of us to be fervent in prayer, courageous in living
the faith, profoundly in love with Jesus Christ. Through his
intercession, we ask God to enrich the Church always
with genuine preachers of the Gospel.
General Audience, 3 February 2010

AD LIMINA Address to the Bishops of England and Wales
Benedict XVI
Dear Brother Bishops,

tian, how could anyone dispute the Gospel’s right to be
heard?

Your country is well known for its firm commitment to
equality of opportunity for all members of society. Yet as
you have rightly pointed out, the effect of some of the legislation designed to achieve this goal has been to impose
unjust limitations on the freedom of religious communities
to act in accordance with their beliefs. In some respects it
actually violates the natural law upon which the equality of
all human beings is grounded and by which it is guaranteed. I urge you as Pastors to ensure that the Church’s
moral teaching be always presented in its entirety and
convincingly defended. Fidelity to the Gospel in no way
restricts the freedom of others – on the contrary, it serves
their freedom by offering them the truth. Continue to insist
upon your right to participate in national debate through
respectful dialogue with other elements in society. In doing so, you are not only maintaining long-standing British
traditions of freedom of expression and honest exchange
of opinion, but you are actually giving voice to the convictions of many people who lack the means to express
them: when so many of the population claim to be Chris-
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If the full saving message of Christ is to be presented effectively and convincingly to the world, the Catholic community in your country needs to speak with a united voice.
This requires not only you, the Bishops, but also priests,
teachers, catechists, writers – in short all who are engaged in the task of communicating the Gospel – to be
attentive to the promptings of the Spirit, who guides the
whole Church into the truth, gathers her into unity and
inspires her with missionary zeal.
Make it your concern, then, to draw on the considerable
gifts of the lay faithful in England and Wales and see that
they are equipped to hand on the faith to new generations
comprehensively, accurately, and with a keen awareness
that in so doing they are playing their part in the Church’s
mission. In a social milieu that encourages the expression
of a variety of opinions on every question that arises, it is
important to recognize dissent for what it is, and not to
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mistake it for a mature contribution to a balanced and
wide-ranging debate. It is the truth revealed through
Scripture and Tradition and articulated by the Church’s
Magisterium that sets us free. Cardinal Newman realized
this, and he left us an outstanding example of faithfulness
to revealed truth by following that "kindly light" wherever it
led him, even at considerable personal cost. Great writers
and communicators of his stature and integrity are
needed in the Church today, and it is my hope that devotion to him will inspire many to follow in his footsteps.
Much attention has rightly been given to Newman’s scholarship and to his extensive writings, but it is important to
remember that he saw himself first and foremost as a
priest. In this Annus Sacerdotalis, I urge you to hold up to
your priests his example of dedication to prayer, pastoral
sensitivity towards the needs of his flock, and passion for
preaching the Gospel. You yourselves should set a similar example. Be close to your priests, and rekindle their
sense of the enormous privilege and joy of standing
among the people of God as alter Christus. In Newman’s
words, "Christ’s priests have no priesthood but His …
what they do, He does; when they baptize, He is baptizing; when they bless, He is blessing" (Parochial and Plain
Sermons, VI 242). Indeed, since the priest plays an irre-

placeable role in the life of the Church, spare no effort in
encouraging priestly vocations and emphasizing to the
faithful the true meaning and necessity of the priesthood.
Encourage the lay faithful to express their appreciation of
the priests who serve them, and to recognize the difficulties they sometimes face on account of their declining
numbers and increasing pressures. The support and understanding of the faithful is particularly necessary when
parishes have to be merged or Mass times adjusted. Help
them to avoid any temptation to view the clergy as mere
functionaries but rather to rejoice in the gift of priestly ministry, a gift that can never be taken for granted.
Ecumenical and inter-religious dialogue assume great
importance in England and Wales, given the varied demographic profile of the population. As well as encouraging
you in your important work in these areas, I would ask
you to be generous in implementing the provisions of the
Apostolic Constitution Anglicanorum Coetibus, so as to
assist those groups of Anglicans who wish to enter into
full communion with the Catholic Church. I am convinced
that, if given a warm and open-hearted welcome, such
groups will be a blessing for the entire Church.
Vatican Information Services, Feb 1, 2010

What is the Cause of Injustice?
Ash Wednesday Address of Benedict XVI at Santa Sabina
The Evangelist Mark reports the following words of Jesus,
which are inserted within the debate at that time regarding
what is pure and impure: “There is nothing outside a man
which by going into him can defile him; but the things
which come out of a man are what defile him… What
comes out of a man is what defiles a man. For from
within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts” (Mk 7,
14-15, 20-21). Beyond the immediate question concerning food, we can detect in the reaction of the Pharisees a
permanent temptation within man: to situate the origin of
evil in an exterior cause. Many modern ideologies deep
down have this presupposition: since injustice comes
“from outside,” in order for justice to reign, it is sufficient to
remove the exterior causes that prevent it being achieved.
This way of thinking – Jesus warns – is ingenuous and
shortsighted. Injustice, the fruit of evil, does not have exclusively external roots; its origin lies in the human heart,
where the seeds are found of a mysterious cooperation
with evil. With bitterness the Psalmist recognizes this:
“Behold, I was brought forth in iniquity, and in sin did my
mother conceive me” (Ps 51,7). Indeed, man is weakened
by an intense influence, which wounds his capacity to
enter into communion with the other. By nature, he is
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open to sharing freely, but he finds in his being a strange
force of gravity that makes him turn in and affirm himself
above and against others: this is egoism, the result of
original sin. Adam and Eve, seduced by Satan’s lie,
snatching the mysterious fruit against the divine command, replaced the logic of trusting in Love with that of
suspicion and competition; the logic of receiving and trustfully expecting from the Other with anxiously seizing and
doing on one’s own (cf. Gn 3, 1-6), experiencing, as a
consequence, a sense of disquiet and uncertainty. How
can man free himself from this selfish influence and open
himself to love?
As reported by Sandro Magister, Chiesa Online,
Feb 17, 2010
Responsibility for Creation
If we wish to build true peace, how can we separate, or
even set at odds, the protection of the environment and
the protection of human life, including the life of the unborn? It is in man’s respect for himself that his sense of
responsibility for creation is shown.
Pope Benedict XVI, 11-01-2010
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Praised be Jesus!
Greetings Brothers and Sisters in St. Dominic,
Here we are again in Lent. Ahh, Lent. A time that is spiritually rich and pregnant with possibilities of new life. But is
also a time that many of us don’t look forward to. Yet it is
through the sacrifices and penances we make at this
time, that we will see the favors, graces and mercies in
the days to come.
At Fatima, the angel told the three children:
Pray, pray much. The most holy hearts of Jesus and Mary have
some plans of mercy in regard to you. Continually offer up
prayers and sacrifices to the Lord. Make sacrifices of all things.
Offer sacrifices to God in reparation for all the sins that offend
him and as supplication for the conversion of sinners. In this
way, try to draw down peace upon your country...”

Sounds pretty good. We could sure use some peace. But
many Catholics today don’t make sacrifices. The devotional practice of Lent seems to be fading away. I heard
someone comment: Why should I give up sweets when I
really need to work on my patience? And, of course, being patient is much more important than not eating candy.
But what if that same person said to Our Lord: I’m giving
up sweets as a sacrifice for the intention of being patient.
This act of the will of self-denial combined with prayer is
very powerful. Denying oneself in the flesh trains the soul
to deny oneself in the spirit. It’s also a daily reminder to
work on that particular virtue.
On July 13, 1917, the children at Fatima heard the angel
say: Penance, Penance, Penance!
At the left of Our Lady and a little above, we saw an angel with a
flaming sword in his left hand; flashing, it gave out flames that
looked as though they would set the world on fire; but they died
out in contact with the splendor that Our Lady radiated towards
him from her right hand: pointing to the earth with his right hand,
the angel cried out in a loud voice: Penance, Penance, Penance! And we saw an immense light that is God.

The message was that God would relent through the intercession of Our Lady; but from us He requires penance.
Many people today regard the idea of penance as oldfashioned and as a result, don’t believe in the consequences of a life lived without penance. Sr. Lucia recounts the vision of hell showed to the children:
Then we saw what looked like a great sea of fire that seemed to
be under the earth. In this sea of fire were plunged, black and
burning, demons and souls with a human form, resembling live

“O wonderful dignity of the priests;
in their hands, as in the womb of the Blessed Virgin, the
Son of God becomes incarnate.”
St Augustine
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transparent coals. Lifted up into the air by the flames, they fell
back on all sides like sparks in a conflagration, with neither
weight nor balance, amid loud screams and cries of pain and
despair that made one tremble and shudder with terror...

Now, of course, we must not forget Jesus’ mercy. All our
sins, no matter how terrible they may be, are nothing
compared to His mercy. And of course, we should always
seek that mercy and never lose hope. Still, the consequences remain for a life without repentance and penance.
During one of the apparitions at Fatima, Sr. Lucia asked
Our Lady about two teenagers from their village who had
died. Our Lady reported that one of the girls was in
Heaven and the other was in purgatory – and would remain there until the end of time. Think about that for a
moment. Here’s a teenage girl who lived in a small secluded village in the early 1900’s. What could she have
possibly done to have to endure purgatory until the end of
time? Quite a sobering thought. What about us who live in
a time and a society that accepts, and even fights for,
ways of life that were unthinkable back then? Similarly, Bl.
Francisco Marto’s uncle remarked on the fact that Our
Lady said the little boy would only go to heaven after
praying many rosaries. The uncle said: “If that young boy
had to pray many rosaries to go to heaven, what’s going
to happen to us?” Indeed.
But prayer and penance can change all that, not only for
ourselves, but for others. As Dominicans, who are called
to preach the Truth for the salvation of souls, let’s take the
opportunity to encourage those around us to practice
some type of penance this Lenten Season. And let’s also
make extra sacrifices, no matter how small, for the conversion of sinners and of our country. Prayer and Penance are the two powerful tools to save our own souls
and those of others.
May God Bless you and grant you many Graces this Lent.
Yours in Christ and St. Dominic,
Denise Harvey
Vice President

The point, however, is that if opposition to abortion is a
purely religious issue, then support for abortion cannot
be a purely civil issue. As a matter of consistency and of
common sense, if opposition to abortion is a religious
issue, then support for abortion is also a religious issue.
Any form of support for abortion by government at any
level would necessarily be a violation of the 1st Amendment as it would, in effect, establish a State religion.
Michael Greaney, Personhood and the Ontology of
Personalism, Just Third Way blog
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From the President
Dear sisters and brothers in St. Dominic,
It’s March, 2010 already, and our annual Lay Provincial
Council is just around the corner (July 9 – 11). That
means that we have to start preparing, and because of
that I would like to solicit your input for topics and issues
you would like to see included. Logistically, these are
difficult meetings to arrange, and with the number of
chapters growing the need for planning intensifies.
The Executive Committee will be meeting in the not-sodistant future to plan, and it will make our work so much
easier if we can get your ideas sooner rather than later. A
couple of chapters have already made some requests
relative their desires for the LPC, and we’ll be grateful if
we can incorporate your desires as well.
In the meantime, I want also to request updates on chapter leadership changes. The letter of convocation will be
going out sometime April and the task will be much lighter
if I address the letter to the proper recipients. If there

have been changes in leadership in your chapter, particularly with the LPC Representative, kindly let me know
soon, otherwise I’ll send the letter to those whose names I
have on record.
Of course, getting folks together for our Lay Provincial
Council meeting costs a lot of money, and, far and away,
it’s the largest expense the LPC has in its budget. Our
Particular Directory calls for assessments on the active,
professed, members of fully recognized chapters. Assessments are currently $50 per person, and Steve Cain,
our LPC Treasurer, is in the process of preparing letters
of assessment. Until the letters are dispatched, it would
be good if the chapters begin budgeting for it. I’ve already heard from a number of chapters who have written
to say they’re ready to pay now, and if that’s the case for
your chapter, feel free to send Steve your check as that
will save him time and effort.
In St. Dominic,
Tony Galati, LPC President

From the DLIPC Representative
A dear friend, and a member of our chapter, is dying. She
has a very severe form of brain cancer. Family members,
and friends, surround her day and night. All know she is
leaving us. We are certain she knows too. In these heart
aching circumstances, we are called to preach in a special way. We are called to preach in ways only the laity
can. We are called to preach to other laity, professionals
and non-professionals. And in a very special way we are
called to preach to the friars and other clergy that visit our
dying friend.
After surgery, and a stroke, our sister in the Order is unable to care for herself. She is in a nursing facility. She is
aware; we know this by the expressions on her face as
acknowledgement of a friend entering her room. Her family, her friends, stay with her virtually 24-hours a day,
seven days a week. And it is in that Corporal Work of
Mercy, that act of penance, that some of the most profound preaching anywhere can be found. It is as simple
as being present; reciting the Rosary; holding a hand.
Our friend’s family and our chapter are making sure that
she is never alone, without family or friends, without an
advocate. Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
No matter the time of day when doctors, nurses, aides,
clergy enter her room they will see a family member, or
friend/chapter member, in silent vigil. Also there, on the
table beside the visitor’s chair is a Rosary, a breviary,
writings by (or about) one or more of the saints. All of this
is a testimony of our love, of our faith, of our living and

sharing the life of Christ in today’s world. It is a testimony
to the Gospel of Life -- that all life is sacred. And we are
prepared to spend an hour with our Lord in this hour of
need; as a way to preach the affirmation of the cross. We
like Simon are there to try to help our friend as we try to
make the cross a little lighter and carrying it a little easier.
This mirrors a similar story involving an infant of two
members in our community – many years ago. She was
infected with e-coli after swimming in contaminated water.
She ended up in ICU, with a very grim prognosis: kidney
failure, quite possibly fatal. The word went out to the community. That day, commitments were made to participate
in a 24-hour Rosary, seven days a week, until the child
was released from the hospital. Just as, years later with
our stricken friend, when doctors and nurses entered the
baby’s room there was tangible evidence of the Catholic
support the patient and her family were receiving; including a large poster with a picture of the Rosary, with the
day’s 24-hours identified around it. Next to each hour was
the name of an individual or family that promised they
would say a Rosary for the full recovery of the child. That
silent testimony preached loudly to all who entered her
room that this child was loved; that we would stay with her
in the garden; that we held this life up the Lord.
The child survived, to our joy and celebration. We don’t
expect that outcome for our friend with cancer. We are
told her cancer is very aggressive and will continue to
grow. It can’t be completely removed because of its loca(Continued on next page )
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From the Social Justice Promoter
On November 19, 2009, Mr. Herman Van Rompuy, prime
minister of Belgium, was elected by the European Parliament as the new president of the European Union. Calling his presidency as “…one of hope…,” Mr. Rompuy
took office on January 1, 2009. In his acceptance
speech, Mr. Rompuy said,
We are living through exceptionally difficult times. The financial crisis and its dramatic impact on employment and budgets. The climate crisis which threatens our very survival. A
period of anxiety, uncertainty, and lack of confidence. Yet
these problems can be overcome by a joint effort in and between our countries. 2009 is also the first year of global governance with the establishment of the G20 in the middle of the
financial crisis. The climate conference in Copenhagen is
another step towards the global management of our
planet.” (November 19, 2009 before the European Parliament).

In an effort to improve justice and peace in and among
Nations and critical to the goals of social justice, is the
object of establishing a free and independent judiciary.

From the DLIPC Representative
(Continued from previous page)

tion. Yet this apparent disparity of outcome is not met with
despair. Rather it reinforces our commitment that this
daughter of St. Dominic be lifted up while we kneel down.
We are united in prayer and sacrifice confident in His
love, grateful we can provide a silent testimony of Faith
and Hope.
In both of these examples members of the community
responded quickly and with great love. I am reminded that
our earlier name was Third Order of Penance. And it is in
penance, we provided the loudest voice for our newer title
of Order of Preachers Laity. So often we get caught up in
the discussion of what preaching is; and where preaching
should occur that we forget the obvious. We preach every
day, with our lives. Those who sit at three in the morning
with a dying friend observed by the aide coming in to take
vital signs; those who rise at four in the morning unobserved to finger the beads and recite the prayers are
preaching in ways our founder intended. He built houses
of prayer to uphold the Order, and to change the world.
We preach to change the world. Sometimes one Rosary
at a time.
So when the doctor makes a visit, the nurse checks blood
pressure, the aide brings a pitcher of water, or the priest
visits to give comfort; they all see a friend praying in silence, or holding a hand, or just sitting in quiet witness.
This is a profound preaching. Of love. Of Christ. Of St.
Dominic. A plastic chair next to a hospital bed is our pulpit. That is as it should be.
Gary Sims
DLIPC Representative
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Without this foundation, private associations of free people cannot flourish and charity for the poor and disenfranchised cannot abound. This is a fundamental principle.
In order to protect a free people, free to build families and
society at large and to promote the Gospel, people must
first live in a free and sovereign nation that is based upon
constitutional limited government, with a free and independent judiciary, whose purpose under the natural law is
to protect life, liberty, and property of each person. Foundational to a free people is a government that recognizes
the dignity of each human person which leads citizens
seeking the common good of all in freedom, compassion,
and charity.
The main threat to our national sovereignty is the “global
governance” that the newly appointed president of the
European Union is speaking about, a type of governance
that violates the fundamental Catholic principle of subsidiarity. This principle holds that nothing should be done by
a larger and more complex organization that be effectively
done by a smaller organization. This principle holds that
local units of government and local associations of free
people are the most effective when dealing with cultural
and social needs and the poor and disenfranchised.
John Keenan
Promoter Peace, Justice, Care of Creation

From the Editor
2000 years ago God became man and walked this earth;
He gathered a band of disciples and taught as one with
authority. He spoke as God, claiming the authority of God,
and even identifying Himself as God; before Moses was, I
AM. Today we look back and mostly we feel safe saying,
yes, Jesus Christ is the Son of God, Second Person of
the Holy Trinity. But do we really, really, accept this and
the consequences thereof? Most didn’t at the time because they saw only a man, He came to his own, but His
own received Him not. They could not see beyond the
flesh to see the “godhead here in hiding,” as Thomas described it. How can this man forgive sins? How can this
man give us his flesh to eat? This is too much. And they
no longer walked with him. If this man be not God, then
the Pharisees were correct and he was a blaspheming
madman deserving death. Oh, but if he was right…
(Continued on next page)

Pope Benedict XV (1914-1922), himself a Dominican
Tertiary, said: "Among the means of holiness most useful and opportune for the defence and progress of
Christian faith and morals in our day, we recognize the
Dominican Third Order as one of the most eminent,
easy and secure."
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2000 years ago Jesus walked in the body of a man, but
today He walks in His mystical body, the Church, for He
promised never to leave us. When men see and hear the
Church, they respond exactly like those people of 2000
years ago, seeing only flesh, they deny the voice of God
which has never ceased to offer man salvation. Is this not
exactly how we should expect the world to respond to the
presence of God incarnate today, just as it did at first?
When the Church speaks, she speaks not as the voice of
men, but the very voice of God; as the Father sent me, so
I send you. Whoever hears you hears me! Beloved in
Christ, have we forgotten entirely the very faith of our fathers, that the Church is no mere society of men created
by their overactive imaginations, but the body of Christ,
animated by the Holy Spirit, teaching with the very authority of God, arousing the same hatred today, as it was in
the beginning? Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, today,
and tomorrow.
Adoramus te Christi
A body speaks through its head; the lower is animated by
the higher. But a body which ignores the head, as Fulton
Sheen observed, is that spectacle we know all to well; the
drunk, staggering incoherently, an embarrassment to self
and all. Christ is the head of the Church, when the Church
speaks it is Christ himself speaking. Period.

The recent carnage in Haiti wrought by the earthquake is
of a nature which is all but incomprehensible to most of
us. The haunting image of the destroyed Notre Dame Cathedral in Port Au Prince captures the destruction of such
a massive scale; a rare but constant factor in history. Man
himself strives to surpass nature in occasioning disaster
upon himself. Fulton Sheen observed that “the day civilization evicts God, the gladiators step in” (Religion without
God, 1928).
Jesus, in his mystical body, the Church, lives and dies
throughout history, as he lived and died in his particular
body 2000 years ago, ever returning from the dead.
Our hope is in Lord our God, who lives and reigns forever
and ever.
Mark Gross, Editor
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It is the ruin of the intellect which leads to the ruin of man and his destruction - after first leading him to despair. Such a
fate is inevitable when, after the great Luciferian and Nietzschean cry of "God is Dead", we fail to hearken to all the
signs given by that "God who will come again".
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Orthodoxy, and Neo-Modernism in the Church,
Renée Casin, Tr. James Likoudis, 1977
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Master Dominic and the Grace of Preaching
Fr. Joseph Ellul O.P.

"I am not ashamed of the gospel; it is the power of God
for salvation to everyone who has faith." (Rom. 1:16)
This passage from the Letter of Paul to the Romans encapsulates the core message that Paul wished to convey
to the Christian community residing in the capital of the
Roman Empire. Through it he wanted to indicate four essential points:





God offers salvation by way of the Gospel;
This salvation is received through faith;
Salvation through faith is offered to everybody irrespective of race, color, social standing or culture;
This salvation does not run counter to what is stipulated in the Old Covenant, but is in perfect accord
with what is stated and is brought to perfection.1

The Gospel has the power to save. Faith, which is consequent to hearing the Gospel, is the centre around which
the life of the Christian gravitates. In it one finds the beginning and the end of all things. It is through faith
brought about by hearing the Gospel that God exercises
His power in all its fullness.
The Gospel is not a political ideology, nor is it a philosophical theory. The Gospel is the story of the Cross. Consequently, the power of God is revealed through the Gospel and salvation becomes a reality for all those who believe. This very salvation is granted to us by the grace of
preaching Christ crucified who, for those who are called
is, "the power of God and the wisdom of God."2
Jesus Christ entrusted the grace of preaching to the
Apostles when, in His last glorious appearance on this
earth He admonished them with the words: "Go into all
the world and preach the gospel to the whole creation."3
For this reason the duty of the one who is sent out to
preach is that of fulfilling the Word of God that he has
heard and received by proclaiming it and living its demands.
Throughout the history of salvation, whenever God entrusts somebody with a particular mission, especially if it
is a mission to preach, He accompanies His command
with the words: "Fear not, for I am with you." Such was
the experience of the People of God and it was lived out
1.
2.
3.

See Mt. 5:17.
1 Cor. 1:24.
Mk. 16:15.
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by the Prophets in the Old Covenant.4 It was also the experience of Peter and the Apostles5 It was the experience
that Mary went through as she listened to the Angel's
words of comfort through which she was being prepared
for her mission, a mission that was to overturn her entire
life and that in the process also transformed the whole
history of humanity.6 It was also the experience of Paul as
he waited to sail to Rome in order to appear before Caesar.7
The mission of preaching, of proclaiming the Good News
of salvation, is one that demands courage. Even this is a
grace from God because it is God who brings the purpose
of preaching to its fulfillment through the witness of a holy
life. For this reason Paul declares to the Philippians: "I
can do all things in Him who strengthens me."8
But what do we mean when we refer to "the grace of
preaching"? It is both a gift and a calling that is lived out
by those in whom and through whom the Spirit of God
speaks out. Those to whom Jesus said: "It is not you who
speak, but the Spirit of your Father speaking through
you."9 Thus it is not a question of oratorical skill, but
rather of preaching by the authority invested in them by
the Spirit of God.
At this point one may ask: How can I preach to others
when I am all too conscious of my own weakness and
sinfulness? This was the very question put forward by
Isaiah as he stood before God, contemplating His glory:
"Woe is me! For I am lost; for I am a man of unclean
lips!"10 The answer is to be found in the truth that the
power of the word of the preacher lies in the very power
of God. The courage of his words comes from the fullness
of the divine presence in his life. The grace of God is the
essence of his vocation. It is no small wonder that Paul
could boast to the Corinthians regarding his vocation
when he wrote: "By the grace of God I am what I am, and
His grace toward me was not in vain."11 In a similar vein,
he praises the Thessalonians for having received the
Word "not as the word of men but as what it really is, the
word of God."12
The phrase "the grace of preaching" is the most beautiful
meaning one can give to the calling of Dominic as well as
to the inspiration which he received to found the Order of
Preachers and to spread it to the ends of the earth. One
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

See Is. 43:5. See also Is. 41:10; Jer. 1:7-8.
See Lk. 5:10.
See Lk. 1:30.
See Acts 23:11.
Phil. 4:13.
Mt. 10:20.
Is. 6:5.
1 Cor. 15:10.
1 Thess. 2:13.
(Continued on next page)
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of the most cherished antiphons of the Dominican tradition refers to him as "Preacher of Grace".
Honorius III, in one of the many letters that he wrote to
Dominic and his brethren, laid out the purpose of the Order when he stated:
He who ever makes His Church fruitful with new offspring,
wanting to make these modern times measure up to former times, and to propagate the Catholic faith, inspired
you with a holy desire by which, having embraced poverty
and made profession of regular life, you have given yourselves to the proclamation of the Word of God, preaching
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ throughout the world.13
Hence, the Order, right from its foundation, was established "for preaching and the salvation of souls."14 This
objective began to be fulfilled on the 16th of August 1217
when Dominic assembled his community, which at the
time numbered no more than eighteen members, and
scattered them throughout the major cities of Europe.
When his brethren asked him what their mission consisted of, he replied that they were being sent to preach,
to study, and to establish priories.
The preaching that Dominic had in mind was not a call for
penance, or to conversion, or to seek to live a more devout life. There were already movements in place for this
purpose. He wanted preaching to be truly a proclamation
of the Word of God, born out of a profound love for Scripture. He wanted to address the needs of the Church and
provide doctrinal and moral formation to both clergy and
laity. He therefore laid emphasis on study. While still in
Toulouse he sent his brethren to attend classes held by
Master Alexander Stavensby who, at that time was giving
classes in theology at the Cathedral school of the diocese. His purpose was not to give them an opportunity to
show off their newly acquired knowledge, but to communicate his own ideal of study as the vital tool for effectively
preaching the Word of God and correctly interpret it for
the salvation of God's people.
In order to achieve this aim Dominic wanted study to be
supported by prayer, or rather: he envisaged study as
prayer and prayer as study. He was aware that the Word
of God had to be read with humility, with an open heart
and with a living faith that sought to penetrate the heart of
the mystery of God's love. Just as for the prophet, the first
question that a preacher should pose is not: "What am I to
tell the people?", but rather, "what is God saying?"; and
this is immediately followed by another: "What does God
want me to say?" Only in this manner could one preach
and teach effectively.

Dominic himself used to study the text of Scripture in this
way. He showed reverence for the Word of God and
sought to enter the heart of its message through prayer
and meditation. Following his example, the Dominican
abides by the principle that whoever studies well also
prays well and whoever prays well studies well. The more
one studies the word of God the more one is filled with
enthusiasm in prayer, and the more zealous one becomes through prayer the more one is filled with the desire to know God through studying His Word.
But none of this can take place if it is not based on a
healthy community life. Our houses are, in fact, the Sacra
Praedicatio Domini Nostri Iesu Christi (The Sacred
Preaching of Our Lord Jesus Christ). The preacher who
leaves the priory on a mission knows that his work is being sustained by a community that preserves the kind of
environment that will lead to the success of his endeavor.
But this grace of preaching could find its fulfillment in the
Order because it had first taken root in the heart and work
of Dominic himself. It is therefore appropriate at this point
to draw a spiritual portrait of this saintly man. Who was
Dominic to his brethren, to his disciples, and to his
friends?

13. Honorius III: Letter to Dominic and his brethren, 18 January 1221
(MOPH XXV, p.144)
14. Prologue of The Primitive Constitutions.
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Spiritual portrait
It would not have been possible for Dominic to fulfill his
mission were it not for the fact that he was constantly in
union with Christ and filled with zeal for his fellow human
beings. Jordan of Saxony, his first successor as Master of
the Order gives witness to his holiness when he writes:
During the daytime nobody was more sociable and happy
with his brethren and companions, but at night nobody
was more thoroughly dedicated to keeping vigil and to
prayer. "Tears waited for him at night, but joy in the morning." The day he gave to his neighbors, the night he gave
to God, knowing that "by day the Lord sends His mercy,
and by night he gives songs of praise."15
His prayer was one continuous conversation with the
Lord. While traveling he would at times turn to his companions and say: "Go on ahead and let us meditate on
Our Saviour."16 It is not surprising, therefore, that Fra Angelico portrayed him in that magnificent fresco that adorns
the cloister of San Marco in Florence, as kneeling at the
feet of Christ crucified. His hands are holding firmly to the
wood of the cross which is bathed in blood flowing from
the Crucified One, while his eyes are fixed upon those of
Christ. The latter's gaze is one of serenity, as one leaving
this world in a state of perfect peace and tranquility,
whereas the gaze of Dominic is full of pain - as if he were
taking upon himself the sufferings of the Redeemer. The

scene vividly captures those words of Paul to the Galatians: "I have been crucified with Christ; it is no longer I
who live, but Christ who lives in me".17 Christ crucified
was for Dominic the greatest, the most wonderful and
cherished bequest he could desire. Alas, today, we frequently attempt to set aside this contemplation of the love
of God. We are afraid of the cross because it reveals our
own weakness. In doing so we forget that Christ - God
made Man - took upon Himself our very weakness for our
sake. Thus we divest the cross of all its significance. Paul
spoke of Christ crucified as "a stumbling block to Jews
and folly to Gentiles."18 We should ask ourselves whether
He has become a stumbling block or a folly to us also.
When we set aside Christ crucified we measure God with
our own yardstick; we cast Him in our own image and
likeness. But it is God who has cast us in His own image
and likeness. For which is the more noble? Measuring
God with our own yardstick, or seeing ourselves as God
made us?
In the life of Dominic this union with the suffering Christ
found its fullest expression in the celebration of the
Eucharist. Jordan of Saxony testifies that:
He used to weep plenteously and frequently, and his
"tears were his bread by day and by night," by day especially when he celebrated his daily Mass, and by night
especially when he kept watch in his uniquely unwearying
vigils.19
Such an observation might elicit a wry smile today - even
a certain disbelief; but taken in the light of faith this detail
is loaded with significance. Dominic was fully aware that
in the celebration of the Eucharist he was standing before
the Divine Presence. He had a profound sense of his
priestly calling and of his own unworthiness. Before Christ
present in the Eucharist he could not but utter that same
profession of faith given by Thomas the Apostle before
the Risen Christ: "My Lord and my God!"20
This continuous dialogue with Christ was strengthened
through his meditation of the Word of God, especially
through the Gospel according to Matthew and the Letters
of Paul. He used to carry them with him everywhere and
committed them to memory.21 He did this, not in order to

15. Jordan of Saxony, On the Beginnings of the Order of Preachers,
edited and translated by Simon Tugwell, OP, Dominican Sources,
Blackfriars Publications, Blackfriars - Oxford, 1982, nn. 104b-105a.
16. Testimony of Paul of Venice, Process of Canonization at Bologna,
n. 25 in: http://www.domcentral.org/trad/domdocs/0003.htm
17. Gal. 2:20a.
18. 1 Cor 1:23.
19. Jordan of Saxony, op. cit., n. 105.
20. Jn. 20:28.
21. Testimony of John of Spain, Process of Canonization at Bologna,
n. 29.
(Continued on next page)
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repeat them word for word, but in order to be ever more
aware of the presence of God.

renowned sanctuary (such as that of Santiago de Compostela); even the sick whom he visited with joy.

Scripture was known in Dominic's time as the Sacra
Pagina, the Sacred Page. In this divine communication he
was able to "comprehend with all the saints what is the
breadth and length and height and depth, and to know the
love of Christ which surpasses knowledge".22 In the words
of Brother Bonaventure of Verona, one of the witnesses
at the process for Dominic's canonization, he "always
wished to dispute, talk or read about God or to pray while
journeying."23

He took advantage of such circumstances in order to
preach to them the Word of God. He was familiar with
everybody; he was clear and simple in his words and in
his deeds. On this point Jordan of Saxony remarks:

His familiarity with the Gospel spurred him to identify his
whole life with the characters that are mentioned in it. It is,
therefore, not without reason that Jordan of Saxony referred to him as vir evangelicus, a man of the Gospel.24
Already while serving as sub-prior of the canonical chapter at Osma he saw in this community a reflection of the
community of the Apostles gathered around Jesus its
Master.
In the Rule of Augustine that he had already embraced as
a canon - and which was later chosen as the Rule upon
which the Constitutions of the Order of Preachers which
he would later found were to be fashioned - it is written
that the purpose for which a community is gathered is so
that its members might live in harmony, having "one mind
and one heart in God".25
Following the Apostles he wanted the Friars Preachers to
dedicate themselves "to prayer and to the ministry of the
Word". Through these two elements they were to intercede for the world.
Dominic never detached himself from the people whom
God entrusted in his care. His dialogue with Jesus during
his night vigils was aimed at securing the salvation of all
those for whom our Savior died on the Cross: his brothers
and sisters in the Order, the clergy, the laity, the Jews,
the Muslims, the pagans, all those who strayed from the
path of righteousness. All these were the object of his
constant attention during prayer. Often his brethren heard
him sighing deeply in his prayers as he said: "O Lord, be
merciful to your people. What will sinners do?"26
But Dominic also enjoyed being in the company of others,
beginning with his brothers and sisters; his neighbors,
from whom he begged for bread for the community; pilgrims met while on their way to Rome or to some other
22. Ef. 3:18.
23. Testimony of Bonaventure of Verona, Process of Canonization at
Bologna, n. 3.
24. Jordan of Saxony, op. cit., n. 104.
25. The Rule of St. Augustine, Introduction.
26. Deposition of Lord William Peyre, Abbot of the monastery of St.
Paul, Process of Canonization, Toulouse, in:
http://www.domcentral.org/trad/domdocs/0004.htm
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Everybody was enfolded in the wide embrace of his charity, and since he loved everyone, everyone loved him. He
made it his own business to rejoice with those who were
rejoicing and to weep with those who wept. He was full of
affection and gave himself utterly to caring for his
neighbors and to showing sympathy for the unfortunate.27
He suffered greatly at seeing so many people following
teachings that not only distorted the Word of God, but
which also brought about division within the Church. For
him this was a twofold wound since, as Thomas Aquinas
would later rightly point out, "heresy essentially opposes
faith, schism the unity of ecclesiastical charity".28
His preaching went well beyond mere words. He sought
to speak to the hearts of those whom he encountered. He
wished to listen to their joys and their sorrows, the fears
and the hopes that they harbored. And this attitude maintains its relevance for us today. For do we not often find
that the rejection of the Christian faith is not so much a
cry of anger as it is a wail of anguish coming from a heart
full of pain and sorrow?
A man of consolation
For this reason Dominic was also a consoler. He himself
knew what the need for consolation meant. We must not
forget that for seven whole years, between 1207 and
1214, he had been alone preaching in the south of
France: Beziers, Carcassonne, Toulouse, Montpellier and
Prouille. It was a region known for its spiritual aridity
where the thorns of heresy had deep and strong roots.
Certainly nobody there was about to roll out the red carpet for him while he was passing through its towns and
villages. He had to bear the insults, the derogatory remarks, doors slammed in his face, and even death
threats.
At this point one might draw a comparison with what is
taking place in our day when all we hold most sacred is
exposed to public ridicule in the name of freedom; when
teaching the truths of the Christian faith is being considered an imposition on others; when teaching how Christians should behave is thought of as stifling individual
freedom.

27. Jordan of Saxony, op. cit., n. 107.
28. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, IIa IIae, q. 39, art. 1 resp.
(Continued on next page)
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There are lessons for our times in what has just been
stated. As Christians, as a Christian community, as
Church, we share in the mission of the Prophets and of
the Apostles. Following their example we must be the
conscience of the society in which we live.
In these circumstances Dominic would have been greatly
tempted to return to the peace and quiet of the cloister of
the Cathedral of Osma where, as sub-prior, he commanded the respect and love of those who lived with him.
He would have been greatly tempted to ask himself the
question: "What on earth am I doing here in this wilderness?" In such times when a man of little faith might have
lost all courage or given way to despair, Dominic made
his own those words of solace that Paul addressed to
Timothy: "take your share of suffering for the gospel in the
power of God... for I know whom I have believed."29
These are the very sentiments that kindled Dominic's
heart and brought about in him the conviction that there is
no glory without suffering, as our Lord Jesus Christ had
already exemplified in His transfiguration. He therefore
knew the meaning of suffering, of the lack of love, of the
crisis of faith.
The virtue of compassion, together with the celebration of
the Eucharist and the practice of prayer and meditation on
the Word of God, was the wholesome food that nurtured
his faith. He was not a man who was detached from the
realities of daily life. While contemplating the word of God
in the light of his personal experiences he was able to
address the problems of the society in which he lived, and
he showed great responsibility in putting to good use the
grace that was given to him for the benefit of those who
were entrusted to his care.
It was not enough for Dominic to seek those who went
astray and bring them back to the fold. He also sought to
lift them from their sorrows and sense of hopelessness.
Like Paul before him, he could well affirm that God
"comforts us in all our afflictions, so that we may be able
to comfort those who are in any affliction, with the comfort
with which we ourselves are comforted by God."30 He
knew how to fill them with courage. He knew how to show
them that they had a purpose in life - holiness - and that
they had to strive for it with a deep sense of responsibility
convinced that God was with them.

monasteries for them: Prouille, Rome, Bologna and Madrid.
There were also many priests and pious laypeople to
whom he spoke with such charity about the Word of God
that they in turn, captivated by his zeal and the example
of his life, embraced the Order which he founded: people
such as Hyacinth of Poland and his brother Ceslaus,
Diana d'Andalò and Cecilia, and so many others.
Dominic also had the courage to present university professors and their students with the greatest challenge of
their lives, that of transforming their ambition to make a
career for themselves into an ambition to save their own
souls and those of others. Among these we may count
Reginald of Orleans and Jordan of Saxony who was
elected to succeed him at the helm of the Order and often
went to confession to him.31
Being a consoler, Dominic continues to challenge the Dominican Family today. We need to be a true Dominican
family in order to be preachers made of flesh and blood,
so that we too may rejoice in God who shared in our humanity. We too need those noble sentiments flowing from
the unique intuition of the heart with which women are
endowed, whether they are sisters dedicated to the apostolic life or nuns who are living out their vocation within
the silent walls of the cloister. We too need the experience of married couples who can share with us their joys
and their sufferings in starting a family and watching it
grow and mature in today's society with all the challenges
that it places before us. Even in today's modern society
Dominic is calling us to continue this great and noble work
of salvation. In short, we are called upon to embrace the
spirit and the tradition that he bequeathed to us, to build
together our communities in the service of Christ at the
heart of the Church. At this point it is appropriate that we
talk about Dominic's relationship and that of the Order
which he founded with the Church that he served so faithfully and so lovingly.
In the midst of the Church
Dominic always considered the grace of preaching that he
received as one that lies at the very heart of the Church's
mission - as contributing to its growth and expansion. He
took to heart the counsel of Paul to the Corinthians when

He did not pursue this mission solely with those who were
lukewarm in their faith or who had abandoned it altogether. He was also conscious that many women whom
he met were endowed with particular graces and he associated them to his apostolate. He went on to establish four

(Continued on next page)

29. 2 Tim. 1:8b.12.
30. 2 Cor. 1:4.
31. Jordan of Saxony, op. cit., n. 3.
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he wrote: "Since you are eager for manifestations of the
Spirit, strive to excel in building up the Church."32
He recognized the needs of the Church of his day and the
zeal of the Popes for the renewal of Christian life. He
made them his. For this reason he enjoyed the trust of
both Innocent III and that of his successor, Honorius III.
It is no wonder that, in one of the legends surrounding his
life which has continued to inspire whole generations of
Dominicans, it is stated that during his stay in Rome in
1215, while praying in St. Peter's Basilica for the protection of the Order, he beheld a vision in which he saw the
Apostles Peter and Paul. Peter handed him a staff
(symbolizing his journeys throughout Europe preaching),
whereas Paul handed him a book (symbolizing the Gospel). Together they instructed him with the words: "Go
and preach, because God has chosen you for this ministry." At that very moment he saw a multitude of his brothers spread throughout the world, walking in pairs, preaching to God's people.33
This was at the time of the Fourth Lateran Council, when
Dominic could observe bishops from Eastern and Western Europe as well as from the Middle East gathering in
order to discuss the reforms that the Church needed in
order to be a true witness of the mission entrusted to her
by Christ. Innocent III, who had convened the Council,
had urged Dominic to share with him what Paul called the
"anxiety for all the churches".34 When Honorius III subsequently confirmed the Order of Friars Preachers on the
18th of January 1217, he set out to implement this project
of his.
In both leaders Dominic saw men who took their office of
pastors with the utmost gravity. They considered their
authority as primarily a service to the Church, as Peter
had been quick to point out in his first letter, "not as domineering over those in your charge but being examples to
the flock."35

aware of his responsibilities and fulfilled them with the
utmost diligence.
At the same time, again as we have already seen, he was
capable of putting to good use the grace that was granted
to him for the salvation of all. His request that the Order
that he founded be established as the Order of Preachers
was in itself a moment of grace for the entire Church.
For this reason the office of preaching was handed down
to the Order from the highest authority of the Roman
Catholic Church and under his oversight. Dominic did not
want to preach behind the backs of the leaders of the
Church. He wanted the approval and the confirmation of
the Order that he founded be a clear sign of the mission
entrusted to him. He wished to demonstrate that his work
went hand in hand with the Christian tradition that goes
back to the time of the Apostles.
On the other hand, the Church, through the Pope, acknowledged this act of obedience on his part and entrusted him with the ministry of preaching. From these
strong ties with the hierarchy of the Church Dominic stood
to gain from the experience of men who were trained in
the ecclesiastical sciences who saw in him a man who
truly lived up to his name. He was Dominic, a man of God
and sent by God, and the grace granted to him was integral to the framework of the mission of the Church.
Dominic did not consider preaching as some added element that lay outside the life of the Church. He wanted it
to be rooted in the liturgy and the sacramental life. He
therefore linked the office of preaching with the sacrament
of Penance, which frees man from sin, and with the sacrament of the Eucharist, which unites him to Christ and to
the Church. This is why our Order is a clerical Order.36
Conclusion
What lessons may we who are living at the dawn of the
twenty-first century now draw from all that has been said?

Thus the position that Dominic occupied within the Order
also lay within the Church and was the expression of the
mind of the Church. He did not work alone. He was a
priest who possessed a high level of education (here we
have to keep in mind that in his days seminaries did not
exist) and as we have already seen, he did not need anybody to spur him on in order to study the Word of God
and the truths of the faith that derive from it. Several times
he gave proof of the solidity of the teachings that he imparted as well as of his power to convince his hearers. As
a priest and as an ecclesiastical person he was well

The year dedicated to the Apostle of the Gentiles was
brought to a close in June of last year and we are now
celebrating the year dedicated to priests under the patronage of St. Jean-Marie Vianney. Last year we as Dominicans have celebrated the seven hundred and seventy-fifth
anniversary of the canonization of Dominic, of whom his
friend and confidante Gregory IX said: "I knew him as a
man who was loyal to the entire apostolic rule, and I am
sure that, in heaven, he is joined in glory to the apostles."37 We are also in the midst of decade of celebrations
leading to the Jubilee of the foundation of the Order of
Preachers in 2016.38

32.
33.
34.
35.

36. Fundamental Constitution, VI.
37. Jordan of Saxony, op. cit., n. 125 in
http://www.domcentral.org/trad/domdocs/0001.htm
38. See http://curia.op.org/jubilee/
(Continued on next page)

1 Cor. 14:12
Constantine of Orvieto, Legenda, n. 25.
2 Cor. 11:28.
1 Pt. 5:3.
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The celebration of these events should lead us to an examination of conscience as priests, as religious, as laypeople in the Church.
In the light of what I have stated above it is perhaps appropriate that we should pose ourselves some questions
concerning our life and our actions and consider to what
extent are these still reflecting the sacred heritage that
has been bequeathed to us.
We need to ask ourselves as Christians whether we have
leant too heavily on our past without realizing that the
faith which we received is, in the words of Paul, a
"treasure in earthen vessels"39 which might well be taken
away from us.
We have to ask ourselves whether we have opened the
door to compromises in our lives, compromises that have
brought about contradictions between the faith that we
profess orally on the one hand, and our mentality and behavior on the other.
We need to ask ourselves whether this mentality - or
should I say, obsession - that we must be like everybody
else in everything - has made us forget who we are.
We need to ask ourselves whether this enthusiasm - or
should I say, obsession - for bland and neutral language is stifling our religious discourse.
We must ask ourselves whether the thought has even
crossed our minds that our moral landscape is in grave
danger; that if we are to keep the front door of our house
ajar, then we might as well throw it wide open.
Today's society has every right to pose uncomfortable
questions to the Church. It is an essential element of that
healthy tension that should exist between them. But it is
no less true that this same society should be ready to
hear some uncomfortable answers. The Church's mission
is that of proclaiming the Gospel, and the content of the
latter is not necessarily what one would wish to hear nor
is it always music to our ears. Neither is it up to society to
dictate what issues the Church should speak about and
those about which it should keep its mouth shut.
Rather, should it not be the case that the ideal, charism,
and mission of Dominic should enlighten the Church's
mission just as it did during his lifetime? We cannot afford
to rest upon our laurels. As Dominican communities we
are required to witness to the relevance of the Gospel at
all times and in all places. We need to face the challenges
posed by our modern - or post-modern - society with faith
and courage. This requires a thorough overhaul of our
formation programs, especially as regards catechesis,
study, and the content of our preaching.

What is at stake is no less than our relevance as Christian
communities and as a Church. The Church should maintain that healthy tension that has been a hallmark of its
life and mission since the time of Peter and Paul: the tension between structure and movement. A Church without
movement is lifeless; a Church without a structure is
spineless.
As in the time of Dominic, we must realize that our Christian communities must be prophetic and apostolic. In
these times of crisis on all fronts, where there exists a
great void that was formerly occupied by God, we are required to bear witness to the fact that human beings have
dignity and rights and these have been given by God who
cast us all in His image and who redeemed us through
His Son. But these rights go hand in hand with responsibilities.
As Dominicans we are called to proclaim that men and
women do not have dignity in accordance to what they
produce; that the family - father, mother and children - is
the natural environment in which one begins to learn the
meaning of love; that small gestures can turn out to be
the most beautiful and effective homilies for raising the
hopes of those who are marginalized. Like Dominic before us we have all been called to receive and live the
grace of preaching.
It is therefore fitting that we turn our gaze to Dominic our
father and our master and seek his prayers and intercession through that poignant antiphon that is an integral part
of our Dominican liturgical tradition:

O SPEM MIRAM
O wonderful hope which you gave
to those who wept for you at the hour of your death,
promising after your departure
to be helpful to your brethren.
Fulfill, father, what you have said
and help us by your prayers.
You who shone by so many miracles
worked on the bodies of the sick,
bring us the help of Christ
to heal our sick souls.
Fulfill, father, what you have said
and help us by your prayers.

Fr. Joseph Ellul, O.P. is a member of the Province of Malta, Fr. Ellul
teaches Systematic Theology at the Angelicum in Rome. The article
appeared in L'Osservatore Romano, and was reprinted at Friar’s Blog,
Province of St. Joseph, Feb 11, 2010

39. 2 Cor. 4:7.
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Faith and Doubt
John Henry Newman
Those who are drawn by curiosity or a better motive to
inquire into the Catholic Religion, sometimes put to us a
strange question,—whether, if they took up the profession
of it, they would be at liberty, when they felt inclined, to
reconsider the question of its Divine authority; meaning,
by "reconsideration," an inquiry springing from doubt of it,
and possibly ending in a denial. The same question, in
the form of an objection, is often asked by those who
have no thoughts at all of becoming Catholics, and who
enlarge upon it, as something terrible, that whoever once
enters the pale of the Church, on him the door of egress
is shut for ever; that, once a Catholic, he never, never can
doubt again; that, whatever his misgivings may be, he
must stifle them, nay must start from them as the suggestions of the evil spirit; in short, that he must give up altogether the search after truth, and do a violence to his
mind, which is nothing short of immoral. This is what is
said, my brethren, by certain objectors, and their own
view is, or ought to be, if they are consistent, this,—that it
is a fault ever to make up our mind once for all on any
religious subject whatever; and that, however sacred a
doctrine may be, and however evident to us,—let us say,
for instance, the divinity of our Lord, or the existence of
God,—we ought always to reserve to ourselves the liberty
of doubting about it. I cannot help thinking that so extravagant a position, as this is, confutes itself; however, I will
consider the contrary (that is, the Catholic) view of the
subject, on its own merits, though without admitting the
language in which it was just now stated by its opponents.
It is, then, perfectly true, that the Church does not allow
her children to entertain any doubt of her teaching; and
that, first of all, simply for this reason, because they are
Catholics only while they have faith, and faith is incompatible with doubt. No one can be a Catholic without a
simple faith, that what the Church declares in God's
name, is God's word, and therefore true. A man must simply believe that the Church is the oracle of God; he must
be as certain of her mission, as he is of the mission of the
Apostles. Now, would any one ever call him certain that
the Apostles came from God, if after professing his certainty, he added, that perhaps he might have reason to
doubt one day about their mission? Such an anticipation
would be a real, though latent, doubt, betraying that he
was not certain of it at present. A person who says, "I believe just at this moment, but perhaps I am excited without
knowing it, and I cannot answer for myself, that I shall
believe tomorrow," does not believe now. A man who
says, "Perhaps I am in a kind of delusion, which will one
day pass away from me, and leave me as I was before";
or "I believe as far as I can tell, but there may be arguments in the background which will change my view,"
such a man has not faith at all. When, then, Protestants
quarrel with us for saying that those who join us must give
up all ideas of ever doubting the Church in time to come,
they do nothing else but quarrel with us for insisting on

the necessity of faith in her. Let them speak plainly; our
offence is that of demanding faith in the Holy Catholic
Church; it is this, and nothing else. I must insist upon this:
faith implies a confidence in a man's mind, that the thing
believed is really true; but, if it is once true, it never can
be false. If it is true that God became man, what is the
meaning of my anticipating a time when perhaps I shall
not believe that God became man? this is nothing short of
anticipating a time when I shall disbelieve a truth. And if I
bargain to be allowed in time to come not to believe, or to
doubt, that God became man, I am but asking to be allowed to doubt or disbelieve what I hold to be an eternal
truth. I do not see the privilege of such a permission at all,
or the meaning of wishing to secure it:—if at present I
have no doubt whatever about it, then I am but asking
leave to fall into error; if at present I have doubts about it,
then I do not believe it at present, that is, I have not faith.
But I cannot both really believe it now, and yet look forward to a time when perhaps I shall not believe it; to
make provision for future doubt, is to doubt at present. It
proves I am not in a fit state to become a Catholic now. I
may love by halves, I may obey by halves; I cannot believe by halves: either I have faith, or I have it not.
And so again, when a man has become a Catholic, were
he to set about following a doubt which has occurred to
him, he has already disbelieved. I have not to warn him
against losing his faith, he is not merely in danger of losing it, he has lost it; from the nature of the case he has
already lost it; he fell from grace at the moment when he
deliberately entertained and pursued his doubt. No one
can determine to doubt what he is already sure of; but if
he is not sure that the Church is from God, he does not
believe it. It is not I who forbid him to doubt; he has taken
the matter into his own hands when he determined on
asking for leave; he has begun, not ended, in unbelief; his
very wish, his purpose, is his sin. I do not make it so, it is
such from the very state of the case. You sometimes
hear, for example, of Catholics falling away, who will tell
you it arose from reading the Scriptures, which opened
their eyes to the "unscripturalness," so they speak, of the
Church of the Living God. No; Scripture did not make
them disbelieve (impossible!); they disbelieved when they
opened the Bible; they opened it in an unbelieving spirit,
and for an unbelieving purpose; they would not have
opened it, had they not anticipated—I might say, hoped—
that they should find things there inconsistent with Catholic teaching. They begin in self-will and disobedience, and
they end in apostasy. This, then, is the direct and obvious
reason why the Church cannot allow her children the liberty of doubting the truth of her word. He who really believes in it now, cannot imagine the future discovery of
reasons to shake his faith; if he imagines it, he has not
faith; and that so many Protestants think it a sort of tyranny in the Church to forbid any children of hers to doubt
about her teaching, only shows they do not know what
(Continued on next page)
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Faith and Doubt
(Continued from previous page)

faith is—which is the case; it is a strange idea to them.
Let a man cease to inquire, or cease to call himself her
child.
This is my first remark, and now I go on to a second. You
may easily conceive, my brethren, that they who are entering the Church, or at least those who have entered it,
have more than faith; that they have some portion of Divine love also. They have heard in the Church of the charity of Him who died for them, and who has given them His
Sacraments as the means of conveying the merits of His
death to their souls, and they have felt more or less in
those poor souls of theirs the beginnings of a responsive
charity drawing them to Him. Now, does it stand with a
loving trust, better than with faith, for a man to anticipate
the possibility of doubting or denying the great mercies in
which he is rejoicing? Take an instance; what would you
think of a friend whom you loved, who could bargain that,
in spite of his present trust in you, he might be allowed
some day to doubt you? who, when a thought came into
his mind, that you were playing a game with him, or that
you were a knave, or a profligate, did not drive it from him
with indignation, or laugh it away for its absurdity, but considered that he had an evident right to indulge it, nay,
should be wanting in duty to himself, unless he did?
Would you think that your friend trifled with truth, that he
was unjust to his reason, that he was wanting in manliness, that he was hurting his mind if he shrank from the
thought? or would you not call him cruel and miserable if
he did not? For me, my brethren, if he took the latter
course, may I never be intimate with so unpleasant a person; suspicious, jealous minds, minds that keep at a distance from me, that insist on their rights, fall back on their
own centre, are ever fancying offences, and are cold,
censorious, wayward, and uncertain, these are often to be
borne as a cross; but give me for my friend one who will
unite heart and hand with me, who will throw himself into
my cause and interest, who will take my part when I am
attacked, who will be sure beforehand that I am in the
right, and, if he is critical, as he may have cause to be
towards a being of sin and imperfection, will be so from
very love and loyalty, from an anxiety that I should always
show to advantage, and a wish that others should love
me as heartily as he does. I should not say a friend
trusted me, who listened to every idle story against me;
and I should like his absence better than his company, if
he gravely told me that it was a duty he owed to himself to
encourage his misgivings of my honor.
Well, pass on to a higher subject;—could a man be said
to trust in God, and to love God, who was familiar with
doubts whether there was a God at all, or who bargained
that, just as often as he pleased, he might be at liberty to
doubt whether God was good, or just or mighty; and who
maintained that, unless he did this, he was but a poor
slave, that his mind was in bondage, and could render no
free acceptable service to his Maker; that the very worship which God approved was one attended with a ca-
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veat, on the worshipper's part, that he did not promise to
render it tomorrow; that he would not answer for himself
that some argument might not come to light, which he had
never heard before, which would make it a grave, moral
duty in him to suspend his judgment and his devotion?
Why, I should say, my brethren, that that man was worshipping his own mind, his own dear self and not God;
that his idea of God was a mere accidental form which his
thoughts took at this time or that,—for a long period or a
short one, as the case might be,—not an image of the
great Eternal Object, but a passing sentiment or imagination which meant nothing at all. I should say, and most
men would agree with me, did they choose to give attention to the matter, that the person in question was a very
self-conceited, self-wise man, and had neither love, nor
faith, nor fear, nor anything supernatural about him; that
his pride must be broken, and his heart new made, before
he was capable of any religious act at all. The argument
is the same, in its degree, when applied to the Church;
she speaks to us as a messenger from God,—how can a
man who feels this, who comes to her, who falls at her
feet as such, make a reserve, that he maybe allowed to
doubt her at some future day? Let the world cry out, if it
will, that his reason is in fetters; let it pronounce that he is
a bigot, unless he reserves his right of doubting; but he
knows full well himself that he would be an ingrate and a
fool, if he did. Fetters, indeed! yes, "the cords of Adam,"
the fetters of love, these are what bind him to the Holy
Church; he is, with the Apostle, the slave of Christ, the
Church's Lord; united (never to part, as he trusts, while
life lasts), to her Sacraments, to her Sacrifices, to her
Saints, to the Blessed Mary her advocate, to Jesus, to
God.
Discourses to Mixed Congregations,
Discourse 11, John Henry Newman

Excommunication is a Declaration of
Acts that Sever Ties
By Bishop Robert Vasa
During the course of this past year there have been a
number of occasions when bishops have hinted to laity
that being Catholic involves a bit more than claiming the
title. This has been done, in particular, with regard to politicians who may, in their own way, love Jesus, who may
attend Sunday Mass and who do identify themselves as
“faithful” Catholics. The press usually hints at the big “E”
word, excommunication. The question of when a Catholic
should be excommunicated has even been asked quite
frequently and very seriously. While bishops are extremely reluctant to take the seemingly dramatic step of
excommunication, I think there is very good reason for us
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Excommunication
(Continued from previous page)

to explore more thoroughly what excommunication really
means and why it might be considered in certain circumstances.
The press would undoubtedly accuse Bishops who talk or
even think about excommunication as being tyrannical
power mongers but this is unfair. Excommunication is a
declaration, based on solid evidence, that the actions or
public teachings of a particular Catholic are categorically
incompatible with the teachings of the Church. It is intended primarily as a means of getting the person who is
in grave error to recognize the depth of his error and repent. A second reason, while somewhat secondary but no
less important, is to assure the faithful who truly are faithful that what they believe to be the teaching of the Church
is true and correct. Allowing their faith to be shaken or
allowing them to be confused when Catholics publicly affirm something contrary to faith or morals, seemingly without consequences, scandalizes and confuses the faithful.
This is no small matter. The Church, and particularly bishops, have an obligation to defend the faith but they also
have an obligation to protect the faithful. We do not generally see the dissidence of public figures as something
that harms the faithful but it has a deleterious effect upon
them.
I find, very frequently, when I speak a bit more boldly on
matters of morality or discipline, there are a significant
number of the faithful who send messages of gratitude
and support. It is their gratitude which stirs my heart for it
makes me realize how much there is a need to support
and affirm the clear and consistent teachings of our
Catholic faith for the sake of the faithful. While the press
may caricature such bishops in rather uncharitable fashion, I trust that they are men devoted to true compassion
and to the truth itself. Their compassion extends to those
who are misled and to those who, while not misled, are
discouraged when their faith is attacked without rebuttal.
This discouragement of the faithful is not insignificant.
When we look at the word itself we see that its root is
“courage” and allowing someone’s courage to be dissipated, or “dissed” as the young might say, is harmful to
the person. Encouragement, by contrast, builds up the
courage of the faithful and increases their strength for
doing good. It is life giving and revitalizing. Allowing error,
publicly expressed, to stand without comment or contradiction is discouraging.
When that moral error is espoused publicly by a Catholic
who, by the likewise public and external act of receiving
Holy Communion, appears to be in “good standing” then
the faithful are doubly confused and doubly discouraged.
In that case, the error is certainly not refuted. Furthermore, the impression is given that the error is positively
condoned by the bishop and the Church. This is very discouraging to the faithful. In such a case, private “dialogue”
is certainly appropriate but a public statement is also
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needed. In extreme cases, excommunication may be
deemed necessary.
It seems to me that even if a decree of excommunication
would be issued, the bishop would really not excommunicate anyone. He only declares that the person is excommunicated by virtue of the person’s own actions. The actions and words, contrary to faith and morals, are what
excommunicate (i.e. break communion with the Church).
When matters are serious and public, the Bishop may
deem it necessary to declare that lack of communion explicitly. This declaration no more causes the excommunication than a doctor who diagnoses diabetes causes the
diabetes he finds in his patient. The doctor recognizes the
symptoms and writes the necessary prescription. Accusing the doctor of being a tyrannical power monger would
never cross anyone’s mind. Even when the doctor tells
the patient that they are “excommunicated” from sugar it
is clear that his desire is solely the health of his patient. In
fact, a doctor who told his diabetic patient that he could
keep ingesting all the sugar he wanted without fear would
be found grossly negligent and guilty of malpractice.
In the same way, bishops who recognize a serious spiritual malady and seek a prescription to remedy the error,
after discussion and warning, may be required to simply
state, “What you do and say is gravely wrong and puts
you out of communion with the faith you claim to hold.” In
serious cases, and the cases of misled Catholic public
officials are often very serious, a declaration of the fact
that the person is de facto out of communion may be the
only responsible and charitable thing to do.
Failing to name error because of some kind of fear of offending the person in error is neither compassion nor
charity. Confronting or challenging the error or evil of another is never easy yet it must be done.
The adage usually attributed to Edmund Burke was correct: All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good
men to do nothing.
The Lord has called bishops to be shepherds. That shepherding entails both leading and protecting. In an era
when error runs rampant and false teachings abound, the
voice of the Holy Father rings clear and true. The teachings of the Church are well documented and consistent.
Bishops and the pastors who serve in their Dioceses have
an obligation both to lead their people to the truth and
protect them from error.
“Pride inflates man; envy consumes him; avarice
makes him restless; anger rekindles his passions; gluttony makes him ill; comfort destroys him; lies imprison
him; murder defiles him... the very pleasures of sin become instruments of punishment in the hands of God.”
Pope Innocent III, c. 1204
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Additional Resources
- St. Dominic
 St. Dominic and His Works,Pierre Mandonnet, O.P.
and M. H. Vicaire, O.P. (Link)
 Saint Dominic and the Order of Preachers, Very Rev.
J. B. O'Connor, O.P., P.G. (Link)
 Life of Saint Dominic, Rev. Père H. D. Lacordaire
O.P. (Link)
 St. Dominic: Biographical Documents, ed. by Francis
C. Lehner, O.P. (Link)
 The First Disciples of St. Dominic, V. F. O'Daniel,
O.P. (1928) (Link)
 The Lives of the Brethren (Vitae Fratrum) 1206-1259
(Link)
 Treatise on Preaching, Humbert of Romans, O.P.
(Link)
 The Life of St. Dominic, Fr. Gregory Anderson O.P.
(Link)
- Dominican Order
 The Dominicans, Fr. Benedict M. Ashley, O.P. (Link)
 The Dominicans: A Short History, Wm. A. Hinnebusch, O.P. (Link)
 The Dominican Story, Fr. Gregory Anderson, O.P.
(Link)
 How the Dominican Order Faced Its Crises, Wm. Hinnebusch, O.P. (Link)

St Vincent Ferrer
The Church is Always in Need of Renewal
It is crucial that we all grasp that the hermeneutic or interpretation of discontinuity or rupture, which many think is
the settled and even official position, is not the true meaning of the Council. This interpretation sees the preconciliar and post-conciliar Church almost as two different
churches. It sees the Second Vatican Council as a radical
break with the past. There can be no split, however, between the Church and her faith before and after the Council. We must stop speaking of the “Pre-Vatican II” and
“Post-Vatican II” Church, and stop seeing various characteristics of the Church as “pre” and “post” Vatican II. Instead, we must evaluate them according to their intrinsic
value and pastoral effectiveness in this day and age.
[T]he Holy Father, going into greater detail [...] explains
that the “spirit of Vatican II” must be found only in the letter of the documents themselves. The so-called “spirit” of
the Council has no authoritative interpretation. It is a
ghost or demon that must be exorcised if we are to proceed with the Lord’s work.
Ecclesia Semper Reformanda, Most Reverend R. Walker
Nickless, Bishop of Sioux City
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- Film
 Lumen Ecclesiae, Dominican Province of the Philippines (Link)
 Alter Christus, Congregation of the Clergy (Part 1
Link) (Part 2 Link) (Part 3 Link)
 Hope for Haiti, Photos by Sr. Pauline Quinn, O.P.
(Link)
- Dominican Supplies
 Orders for Dominican supplies—call Claire Rogus,
(650) 570-7835

Afraid to Let Them In
God is Love and Truth, and neither Love nor Truth is
ever imposed. They stand gently knocking at the doors
of our minds and hearts, waiting for us to open the door
and welcome them. Yet so often we are afraid to usher
in such guests into our lives and earthly kingdoms because of the serious implications associated with such
gifts. Many of us resist the truth with power, while others will resort to very refined forms of pressure and manipulation to keep the Truth at bay.
Father Thomas Rosica, CSB,
www.zenit.org 11-18-2009
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A Morning Prayer
Lord, here I am in Your Presence.
I am entirely Yours.
I adore You.
I offer You my whole heart.
I wish only to do Your will.
I offer You all my efforts
I offer You all my sufferings.
I offer You all this day with all
that it brings.
I offer them now,
but especially in the Eucharist,
union with Your Sacrifice,
on the Cross,
and in union with all those
who offer themselves to You
for the Salvation of the World.
Amen.
In this we know what love is: in that he died
for us. We too should lay down our life
for one another (1 John 3:16)

From the Passionist Fathers to the Dominican Laity
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Litany to St. Louis de Montfort

Lord, have mercy on us.
Christ, have mercy on us.
Lord, have mercy on us. Christ, hear us.
Christ, graciously hear us.
God the Father of Heaven,
Have mercy on us.
God the Son, Redeemer of the world,
Have mercy on us.
God the Holy Spirit,
Have mercy on us.
Holy Trinity, One God,
Have mercy on us.
Hail Mary
pray for us!
Saint Louis-Marie de Montfort
pray for us!
Ardent disciple of Jesus Christ the Incarnate Wisdom,
pray for us!
Eloquent preacher of the Cross,
pray for us!
Singer of the praises of the Sacred Heart,
pray for us!
Loving slave of Jesus in Mary,
pray for us!
Faithful son of the handmaid of the Lord,
pray for us!
Apostle of the Most Holy Rosary,
pray for us!
Preacher of the Mother of the Redeemer,
pray for us!
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Servant of the poor and the afflicted,
pray for us!
Man of solitude and prayer,
pray for us!
Wonder of mortification,
pray for us!
Model of priests and missionaries,
pray for us!
Fervent minister of the Holy Eucharist,
pray for us!
Fearless champion of truth,
pray for us!
Restorer of devotion to the Blessed Sacrament,
pray for us!
Marvel of poverty and abandonment to Divine Providence,
pray for us!
Teacher of the people of God,
pray for us!
Founder of Religious congregations,
pray for us!
Apostle of the end times,
pray for us!
Obedient collaborator with the Pope and Bishops,
pray for us!
You see the Face of God:
obtain for us perseverance in the faith.
You shine within Infinite Charity:
obtain for us the gift of pure love.
You live in the New Jerusalem:
obtain for us the spirit of prayer.
You stand before the throne of the Lamb:
obtain for us the wisdom of the Cross.
You contemplate the Mother of the Lord:
obtain for us true devotion to Mary.
You dwell with the Apostles of Christ:
obtain for us missionary zeal.
You share in the communion of Saints:
obtain for us love for the Church.
You are seated at the Table of the Kingdom:
obtain for us the crown of glory.
You are a powerful intercessor before the Throne of God:
hear our prayers.
(Here make your intentions in silence).
Let us pray.
O God, Who in the power of the Holy Spirit has made
Saint Louis-Marie an ardent apostle of Christ Crucified
and a faithful son of the Virgin Mary; Grant that through
his example and intercession we may be renewed in the
spirit of our baptism and be always faithful to Our Lord
Jesus Christ, Who lives and reigns with You and the Holy
Spirit. One God, forever and ever. Amen.
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Dominican Nuns Taught Oprah Winfrey
the Rosary
Oprah Winfrey was surprised after her recent show featuring the Dominican Sisters of Mary when the sisters in
the studio said they had a present for her. "No one ever
gives me a present," the television star said. Then, as Sr.
Teresa Benedicta related in a talk before a packed gathering at The Bean of Ave Maria Tuesday night, "the sisters gave Oprah a rosary, and taught her how to pray it.
She seemed really interested."
The Dominican Sisters of Mary, Mother of the Eucharist,
is one of the fastest-growing orders of women religious in
the United States. Founded 12 years ago, it now has 98
women and has run out of space at its mother house in
Michigan, Sr. Teresa Benedicta said.
The sisters' appearance on national television earlier in
February (click here for previous Ave Herald story) may
attract even more women to the order, whose average
age is 26. "We had 70 interested women signed up to
attend a retreat," Sr. Teresa Benedicta said, "and after
the broadcast we now have 135."

St. Vincent Ferrer, “Preacher of Judgment”

Sr. Teresa Benedicta teaches at the Donahue Academy
in Ave Maria and is the host of the EWTN television program Truth in the Heart. The Dominican Sisters of Mary,
Mother of the Eucharist, also teach at schools in Michigan, California, Texas, Arizona and South Carolina.
The Ave Herald, 2/24/2010

An Age of Intellectual Confusion
The First Vatican Council (1870) had attempted to provide a remedy for the universal irrationality manifesting itself in the
philosophical order, and had implored us to return to Saint Thomas. Our intellectual, moral and religious life is not a kaleidoscope to be constantly twirled about by esthetes afflicted by the itch of perpetual "research" and busily carrying out
the destruction of the faith. The human soul is like a monument whose rock-foundations are indestructible. Think of the
Wailing Wall in Jerusalem which has survived fire and sword, invasions and sacrileges across the centuries. These Cyclopean foundations are always there; they are witnesses of the vitality of the chosen people. In like manner, the human
soul and its harmonious development mock all social, political, or philosophic upheavals. The love of a mother for her
son, the love of a husband for his wife, one's attachment to his native soil - all remain viable realities today in Communist China as they did with the primitive tribes of the Bronze Age or with 17th century Eskimos and Iroquois! Respect for
one's given word is an imperative of the conscience for every person brought up with a sense of decency, and no theory
- not even the edicts of Lenin -can smother this. The thirst of the Infinite, of the Absolute, in a word, of God, cuts through
all aberrations.
Saint Thomas Aquinas, Orthodoxy, and Neo-Modernism in the Church, Renée Casin, Tr. James Likoudis

It is not possible to be a practicing Catholic while supporting the right to abortion or the right to marriage between persons of the same sex. We must recognize the scandal given by Christians in public life who fail to ensure respect for the
natural moral law. Such an omission creates confusion and is misleading to the general public. By our actions and
omissions, we can lead men and women to evil and sin and cause serious harm to our brothers, sisters and the nation.
Our Lord was unequivocal in his condemnation of those who, by their actions, give rise to true scandal, that is, those
who plunge others into confusion or lead them to sin (Luke 17, 1-2). This is why the discipline of the Church prohibits
the giving of Holy Communion and the granting of a Church funeral to those who persist, after admonition, in grave violation of the moral law (Code of Canon Law, 915;1184,§ 1, 3°). Certainly, the Church confides every soul to the mercy
of God […], but that does not excuse her from proclaiming the truth of the moral law. When a person has publicly espoused and cooperated in sinful acts, […], his repentance of such actions must also be public.
One sees the hand of the Father of Lies at work in the disregard for the situation of scandal or in the ridicule and even
censure of those who experience scandal.
Archbishop Raymond Burke, September 18, 2009
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Why Preach: Encountering Christ in God's
Word
By Peter Cameron

Well known for his teaching, writing, and editing of Magnificat, the widely popular monthly publication containing
the Scripture readings and prayers for the Mass used
weekly by several hundred thousand Catholics, Fr. Peter
John Cameron, O.P., offers here expert spiritual and
practical help for priests, pastors and seminarians desiring to preach effectively.
Why Preach draws from the author's rich understanding
of the Word of God as the challenging, encouraging, and
healing presence of Christ, as well as from his own experience as both a preacher and a teacher of homiletics.
With an eye focused on the works and examples of Pope
John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI, Father Cameron
illustrates that good preaching derives from and leads to
an encounter with Christ, the Word of God made Flesh,
who comes to us through the Scriptures.
The objective of the book is to help preachers to think
about preaching in a new, dynamic way. Its aim is to provide a fresh and helpful vision of preaching geared to
deepening a preacher's appreciation of what preaching is,
and the great spiritual impact that good preaching can
have on its audience, so as to increase his desire and
ability to preach well.
Available at Friars Bookshop

“A good pastor, a pastor according to God’s heart, is
the greatest treasure that the good Lord could grant a
parish, and one of the most precious gifts of his divine
mercy.
St John Vianney, Curé of Ars
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A GLIMPSE OF HEAVEN
Ven. ROGER WRENNO, Layman
Wrenno, a weaver, was condemned with Ven. Thulis for
assisting priests. After he was turned off the ladder, the
rope broke with the weight of his body, and he fell down
to the ground. After a short space he came perfectly to
him self, and, going upon his knees, began to pray very
devoutly, his eyes and hands lifted up to Heaven. Upon
this the minister Lee came to him and extolled the mercies of God in his regard and likewise the King s clemency, who would give him his life if he would but take the
oath. The good man at this arose, saying, “ I am the same
man I was, and in the same mind ; use your pleasure with
me.” and with that he ran to the ladder, and went up it as
fast as he could. “How now,” says the sheriff, “what does
the man mean, that he is in such haste?” “Oh!” says the
good man, “if you had seen that which I have just now
seen you would be as much in haste to die as I now am.”
And so the executioner, putting a stronger rope about his
neck, turned the ladder, and quickly sent him to see the
good things of which before he had had a glimpse. He
suffered at Lancaster, March 18, 1616.
"I believe to see the good things of the Lord in the land of
the living." Ps. xxvi. 13.
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Restoration
Fr. John Speekman
Nehemiah, and his compatriot Ezra, set about restoring
Israel’s integrity and thus their identity. Nehemiah’s mission was that of rebuilding the city walls and gates, while
Ezra’s mission was to move the People to recommit
themselves to live the Law of Moses and to worship God
according to the prescriptions of the Torah. In other
words, they set about purifying lifestyles and restoring the
liturgy. Ring any bells?
It should not surprise us that from the first moments of the
decision to rebuild the walls there was opposition: When
Sanballat heard that we were rebuilding the walls he flew
into a rage, beside himself with anger. What a startlingly
different reaction to that of Nehemiah on hearing of the
plight of Holy City!

Before I built a wall I'd ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
That wants it down.
(From Mending Wall by Robert Frost)
When Nehemiah heard that the walls of Jerusalem lay in
ruin he was devastated: On hearing this I sank down and
wept; for several days I mourned, fasting and praying before the God of heaven. (1:4)
Why would he do this? Why would he react so strongly?
Nehemiah was a just man, faithful to the Law and deeply
conscious of himself as a member of God’s Chosen People. In the desecration and destruction of the walls he saw
the sins of his people and was deeply ashamed. He fell
down before the Lord and on behalf of the People he
prayed: I confess the sins of the sons of Israel which we
have committed against you: I and my father's House
have sinned. We have acted very wickedly towards you:
we have not kept the commandments, laws and customs
you laid down for Moses your servant. (1:6-7)
For Nehemiah the integrity of the city of Jerusalem, and
particularly the integrity of the walls and gates, was an
image of the integrity of the People and, clearly, this was
in tatters. Moreover, without the integrity that comes from
obedience to the Law of Moses the people were no longer
the People; they were without identity.
We could pause here and ask ourselves how we respond
to the images of death, destruction and despair we see on
our television screens so often today? What would a Tutsi
or a Hutu make of the piles of corpses littering the Rwandan countryside? What would an Iraqi or Pakistani see in
the mangled bodies strewn around the crater made by a
suicide bomber? What do we see in the overflowing garbage bins of abortionists, if not men and women who
have forsaken their God and put themselves in his place?
This was the cruel sword which pierced Nehemiah’s heart
two and a half thousand years ago and the desolation
experienced today by every serious Catholic on seeing
the offences, great and small, committed against the merciful God.
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He ridiculed the Jews and in front of his kinsmen and the
wealthy men of Samaria he exclaimed, 'What are these
pathetic Jews trying to do?... Do they expect to finish in
one day? Do they think they can put new life into these
charred stones, salvaged from the heaps of rubble?' (3:33-34)
Nehemiah’s opponents, some of whom were Jews themselves(!), tried to stop him by every means at their disposal. Any bishop, priest or layperson who has resolved
to restore some sense of the sacred to our noisy, horizontal liturgies will recognize the tactics. Sanballat begins
with anger. This is often enough to frighten off the weak.
Next comes public ridicule, which no one likes, and which
often deters from standing up for what they know to be
right those who love their popularity.
Ridicule is followed by personal insults (these pathetic
Jews) and a questioning, not only of their ability to finish
the task (Do they expect to finish in one day?) but of their
very grasp on reality (Do they think they can put new life
into these charred stones, salvaged from the heaps of
rubble?)
We understand that Nehemiah saw, not charred stones
and heaps of rubble, but bruised, demoralized and despairing men and women especially chosen by God to
form a Chosen People. With the Lord there are no heaps
of rubble; there are only souls waiting to be redeemed.
As the work neared completion opposition grew. Physical
violence was planned but Nehemiah avoided falling into
the traps set for him and finally the work was completed.
God is always on the side of restoration.
Let us turn again to today’s First Reading:
… all the people gathered as one man on the square before the Water Gate. They asked Ezra the scribe to bring
the Book of the Law of Moses which Yahweh had prescribed for Israel.
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Blessed Margaret of Castello, Part VI: The Daughter of St. Dominic
By Anita More, O.P.L.

This is the sixth in a series of
talks about Bl. Margaret of Castello, delivered at the meeting of
the Idaho Lay Dominicans, Bl.
Margaret of Castello Chapter, at
Our Lady of the Valley in Caldwell, Idaho on Sunday, August
19, 2007.

In Chapter 17, verses 7-10 of Luke’s Gospel, Jesus tells
His disciples:
Will any one of you, who has a servant plowing or
keeping sheep, say to him when he has come in
from the field, “Come at once and sit down at table”?
Will he not rather say to him, “Prepare supper for
me, and gird yourself and serve me, till I eat and
drink; and afterward you shall eat and drink”? Does
he thank the servant because he did what was commanded? So you also, when you have done all that
is commanded you, say, “We are unworthy servants;
we have only done what was our duty.”
A sunspot, being exceedingly hot, is blindingly bright in
itself; if a sunspot were to be detached from the Sun and
suspended in the sky above us, we could not look directly
at it. But the surface of the Sun upon which it lies is so
much hotter and so much brighter, that the sunspot appears dark against it. The saints all understood that human beings are like that in relation to God. If we could
see a soul adorned with sanctifying grace as it truly is, we
might be tempted to bow down and worship it; but that
same soul is an abyss of misery next to the awesome
majesty and holiness of the God Who made it. This truth
is what makes saints consider themselves to be the worst
of sinners, so that they can never pray enough or do
enough penance to efface their tiniest imperfections. And
their love for this unendurably holy God, Who sacrificed
His Only Begotten Son in order to snatch them, wretched
as they are, from the jaws of Hell, fires them with zeal to
pour themselves out unstintingly in service to Him. “We
are unworthy servants,” they constantly tell themselves;
“we have only done what was our duty.”
So it was with Blessed Margaret of Castello, who never
took her eyes off of God, and could not do enough, or
suffer enough, in order to prove her love for Him. As she
put on the habit of the Dominicans, she knew that, at long
last, she was part of a family who also sought first the
kingdom of God. What a contrast to the now-anonymous
nuns who had urged her to be half-hearted in her devotion and cold in her love – who told her the rule of the order was too difficult to follow in that day and age!
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Now, Margaret had before her the example of St. Dominic, whose life and works were presented to her as an
ideal of study, prayer and penance. When she contemplated his example, she considered carefully whether she
was doing enough for God and for souls. It was true then
as it is now, that Third Order Dominicans were not bound
under pain of sin to strict disciplines as those of the First
and Second Orders; but, as a single girl with no family of
her own, Margaret considered herself able, and indeed
obligated to forego the dispensations granted to the Third
Order. Recognizing the urgency of the need of souls for
the Gospel, so that they might repent and be converted,
she gently but firmly rejected the pleas of her friends who
urged her not to overtax herself, and add to her native
afflictions of heart and body. For those of us lay Dominicans who find it difficult to pray the Divine Office daily, or
who are apt to miss our daily Rosary, or who are careless
in our studies and slip in our love for our fellow man, an
account of Blessed Margaret’s everyday life of heroic devotion is an occasion to squirm. In keeping and surpassing the Rule of St. Dominic as it applied to tertiaries, Margaret began in earnest the work that she would carry on
in heaven, and that she still carries on today.
Every day, in addition to the other prayers prescribed by
the Rule, Margaret recited the 150 Psalms of David, the
Office of the Blessed Virgin, and the Office of the Holy
Cross, all of which she knew by heart, and is said to have
acquired overnight in a miraculous way. Inspired by the
example of St. Dominic, who practiced the most extraordi(Continued on next page)

Restoration
(Continued from previous page)

Ezra the priest brought the Law before the assembly, consisting of men, women, and children old enough to understand. This was the first day of the seventh month. On the
square before the Water Gate, in the presence of the men
and women, and children old enough to understand, he
read from the book from early morning till noon; all the
people listened attentively to the Book of the Law.
…the people were all in tears as they listened to the
words of the Law.
We have come back to our beginning - the weeping Nehemiah. But now it is not Nehemiah who weeps, it is the
People. They have been restored and renewed and they
cry - but their restorer bids them be joyful, as would one
day the true Restorer cause us to cry out Alleluia!
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The Daughter
(Continued from previous page)

nary penances and mortifications, Margaret added to the
extraordinary fasts she had practiced since childhood by
getting up every single morning, shortly after midnight, to
pray Matins and Lauds, even though the Mantellate were
only bound to do this on Sundays and certain feast days.
Eventually, she gave up going back to sleep afterward,
and stayed up the whole rest of the night in prayer and
meditation. Then, very early every single morning, she
would go to confession and then Mass. As soon as she
secured the permission of her confessor, she began to
imitate St. Dominic’s thrice daily scourgings; it was only
after her death that the scars on her shoulders showed
how unsparingly she carried out this penance.
In addition to all this, Margaret ceaselessly visited the sick
and the dying at all hours of the day and night, seeing to
their needs for food and medicine, exhorting them to
make their peace with God before going to meet Him, and
pleading for God’s mercy on them. Many are the souls in
Heaven or Purgatory who would not have made it if Little
Margaret had not stood in the breach for them. Eventually, she secured permission to visit the sick, starving prisoners in Castello’s vile prison house; untroubled by the
stench, the filth and the disease, she who spent so much
of her own life in prison cared for the bodily and spiritual
needs of the men whose despair threatened to drag them
down to Hell.
Chapter 1, Verse 11 of the Book of Wisdom warns:
“Beware…of useless murmuring, and keep your tongue
from slander; because no secret word is without result,
and a lying mouth destroys the soul.” In order faithfully to
abide by this admonition, Margaret always hewed to St.
Dominic’s rule of conversation: always speak to God or
about God. If anyone opened a conversation with her, she
always sought to edify him by talking about God’s mercy,
and about Jesus and the Blessed Mother and, especially,
St. Joseph. Little Margaret had a special devotion to St.
Joseph at a time when he was not yet widely venerated in
the West; it was said that she would go on talking endlessly about St. Joseph for as long as anyone was there
to listen. People learned not to mention St. Joseph in front
of Blessed Margaret if they had anyplace else they
needed to get to in a hurry. In this way, she helped to
draw attention to this quiet and unassuming yet powerful
saint, and to spread his devotion.
As she strove for sanctity and her relationship with her
God deepened, Margaret rose from perfection to perfection. As a reward for her faithfulness and her heroic efforts, and her purity of heart, she was privileged to commune with God in high meditation, amid which her voluminous vocal prayers were merely interludes. She reported
to her confessor that whenever she attended Mass, she
could see Christ Incarnate at the altar, though she could
neither explain how this was possible, nor describe His
ineffable beauty. And for the edification and sanctification
of her neighbors, Margaret was granted special graces of
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knowledge and prophecy. On one occasion, while staying
at the home of a wealthy man and his family, the man’s
son was arrested on charges that could have resulted in
torture and exile; Margaret predicted, correctly, that he
would be acquitted. On another occasion, she predicted,
amid howls of laughter and disbelief, that the wife and
teenaged daughter of this same man would soon join the
Mantellate; a few months after the hilarity had died down,
the man suddenly died, and his wife gave up the many
worldly amusements for which she had hitherto been
known and took the habit. Even the young daughter was
allowed to join, though it was against the Rule, because
of Margaret’s influence. While living with another family
whose sons were studying Latin, astronomy, logic, geometry and music, Margaret would asked the boys to recite their day’s lessons to her when they came home from
school. To everyone’s astonishment, this girl who, because of her blindness, could not read and never had any
opportunity to learn these complex subjects, was able to
help the boys with their lessons and correct even their
smallest mistakes.
But Margaret’s miracles did not stop with extraordinary
knowledge. When a raging fire threatened the home in
which she was staying, Margaret had her hostess throw
her cloak over the blaze, miraculously putting it out. On
another occasion, she cured another Mantellata of a tumor that threatened to leave her blind. Once, in the
prison, she met a man whom no one could help, because,
half-mad with despair and hatred for God, he would spew
forth a torrent of the most horrible blasphemies at the
least provocation. As she always did whenever she was
faced with a particularly baffling case, Margaret took
counsel with God in prayer. The sight of her praying
touched the man’s heart; and to everyone’s amazement,
while she prayed, Margaret levitated high in the air, her
face transformed into unearthly beauty.
In Verse 24 of his letter to the Romans, St. Paul cries out:
“Wretched man that I am! Who will deliver me from this
body of death?” And in the first verses of Chapter 5 of his
Second Letter to the Corinthians, he says:
For we know that if the earthly tent we live in is destroyed, we have a building from God, a house not
made with hands, eternal in the heavens. Here indeed we groan, and long to put on our heavenly
dwelling, so that by putting it on we may not be found
naked. For while we are still in this tent, we sigh with
anxiety; not that we would be unclothed, but that we
would be further clothed, so that what is mortal may
be swallowed up by life.
As Margaret’s mind and heart soared heavenward, the
world fell further and further away beneath her, shrinking
and fading faster and faster, until her only attachment to
this life was her frail, twisted body. It would not be able to
hold her back for long.
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From the Chapters
St. Albert the Great, Oakland

De Profundis

St. Albert Chapter lost a long time member, Fay Marie
Fasciato-Dalziel, who died on January 13th from the
complications of a very rare lung disease. Her husband
was at her side and Fr. Healy anointed her just hours before her death which she faced calmly and in full confidence of God's mercy. Our January meeting began with
Office for the Dead for her and then we had three more
presentations on members' preaching apostolate. Fred
Juul told of his work for the past eleven years in the
prison ministry at San Quentin where he is permitted to
speak one-on-one with prisoners. He discusses ordinary
things with each one, gives an opportunity for each to talk
about his faith and encourages him to hope. He works
with the Catholic chaplain and deacon and assists at
communion services and giving homilies in the Catholic
chapel. He drew a diagram of the prison for us and explained about the facilities. He is deeply moved by the
large number of young men behind bars. He closed with
a poignant poem he had written about a prisoner soon to
be released. He was followed by Joyce Calagos who
spoke about her apostolate of caring for her mother as
she suffered and finally died from kidney failure. Her
preaching has been in the work of peace and justice and
has served on local, national international levels to aid the
causes of the homeless, immigrants, youth groups, housing and health, especially for the poor. Tom Raftery was
the last; he spoke on parish ministries and asked members to share the ministries they knew that exist in their
parishes - it was an impressive list! The chapter will continue with these presentations for the next few meetings
and discern whether or not there is a possibility of a chapter preaching apostolate of one kind or another.

Ralph McInerny
Ralph McInerny, a Third Order
Dominican and eminent
Thomist, published over 100
books over the course of his
illustrious career. Most of his
work was in the field of philosophy, where he made a
lasting contribution to the
study of the thought of St.
Thomas Aquinas. He also
published several mystery stories, including the popular Father Dowling Mysteries, and a
volume of poetry. His last
work, Dante and the Blessed Virgin, was published late
last year.
McInerny taught at the University of Notre Dame for over
50 years. Not only was he a sharp mind, but he possessed a lively sense of humor that endeared him to students and colleagues alike. He was a wonderful teacher
of St. Thomas who gave his life to the service of the
Church. He has had a personal and profound impact on
many members of our Dominican community.
Friars Blog, Province of St. Joseph

St. Albert the Great, Oakland

Chapter events: Members will be attending a retreat February 26-28 at the Carmelite House of Prayer with Fr. Michael Dodds, O.P. and the theme on "What you hear in
the Dark, You Must Preach in the Light: Dominican
Preaching in Today's World".
We will have a Day of Reflection on March 20th at the
Priory on "Penance". All the Bay Area chapters have
been invited to join us for the day that lasts from Morning
office at 9:30 a.m. through the second conference, with
the day ending by 3:00 p.m.
We look forward to the ordination to the diaconate of several of the brothers that will take place Feb. 26th at St.
Dominic, Benicia.
Our chapter will have profession ceremonies on St. Dominic"s Feast Day, August 8th and we will make it a gala
celebration.
We have begun to send to those prayer members who
are interested copies of the chapter minutes so that they

Fay Marie Fasciato-Dalziel, January 13, 2010

Requiescat in pace

will be better able to feel part of the active members' doings each month. We count on their prayers and know
that they count on ours.
Finally, we welcome our new prior of the community at St.
Albert who was elected earlier in February and joins us
from the Portland Priory. Welcome, Fr. Reginald Martin,
O.P.!
Ellen Logue OPL
(Continued on next page)
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We ask for prayers for our Prioress, Phyllis Sale, who
remains home on weeks of bed rest to heal her broken
tailbone. She made it all the way through our retreat in
January with the fracture – in quite a deal of pain – before
returning home to the doctor’s interpretation of her XRays and orders to be still.

Photo Caption: February 20th presentation led by Fr. Michael Sweeney,
OP. Left to right: Steve Gorran, Fr. Brendan McAnerney, OP (religious
assistant), Fr. Michael Sweeney, OP, Andy Opsahl, Gabriel McAuliffe,
Maria and Doug Miller, Catherine Liberatore, OPL.

Mary Mother of the Eucharist, Sacramento
The Mary, Mother of the Eucharist Chapter got off to a
blazing new year! Carrying the torch was Western Lay
Provincial, Fr. Emmerich Vogt, OP. At our annual retreat in early January he gave a series of talks centered
around the theme of The Eucharist: A Mystery to be
Lived. Seventeen Dominicans from both the Sacramento
and Modesto chapters shared in this exceptional weekend of prayerful silence at the Mercy Center in Auburn.
What a wonderful way to start the year in Christ. We all
enjoyed Fr. Emmerich’s thoroughly engaging, entertaining, and thought provoking presentations and thank him
for the blessing of his stewardship.
Fr. Michael Sweeney, OP, President of the Dominican
School of Philosophy and Theology, visited our chapter
on February 20th and presented The Voice of the Church
in Contemporary Culture. Following this excellent talk,
which addressed the role of the laity in the temporal realm
and the “culture war” in pursuit of the common good, Fr.
Sweeney offered the Holy Sacrifice of Mass (see attached
photo), concelebrated by Fr. Brendan McAnerney, OP,
and shared a delicious dinner with several attendees at
Piatti’s Restaurant in Roseville. Thank you, Fr. Michael,
for this delightful opportunity to get to know you and to
strengthen our connection with such a fine Bay Area Dominican institution.
We look forward to our Lenten Day of Recollection on
March 13th, which will be led once again by our outstanding religious assistant, Fr. Brendan McAnerney,
OP. We also anxiously await a presentation by Fr. Bryan
Kromholtz, OP, who will come to Sacramento on April
24th to “Give us Hell” – and by that we mean a presentation on “Damnation and the Good News!”

Catherine Liberatore, and Andy Opsahl attended the
Dominican diaconate ordination on Saturday, February
27th at St. Dominic's Church in Benicia, CA. Bishop
Jaime Soto of the diocese of Sacramento ordained Rev.
Br. Mark Francis Manzano, OP, and Rev. Br. Boniface
Willard, OP. The stormy weather cleared prior to the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass, and it turned into a beautiful day.
The Benicia Lay Dominicans hosted a wonderful reception in the parish hall, and a sea of black and white habits
enjoyed a delicious lunch and a blessed day. Thank you,
St. Monica Chapter, for your hospitality. We enjoyed
meeting all of you.
May God bestow many Lenten blessings to all of our
brothers and sisters in St. Dominic.
Jenny Patten Gargiulo, OPL

Holy Rosary, Portland
Holy Rosary Chapter is sad to be losing Fr. Reginald
Martin, O.P. as our spiritual director as he has been
elected Prior at St. Albert's Priory in Oakland and will be
transferring there soon. We wish him all God's blessings
in his new assignment. We are awaiting word from Fr.
Vincent regarding who our next Spiritual Director will be.
Cecilia Hoesly and members of the chapter, assisted by
members of the parish and St. Vincent De Paul Society,
distributed 95 Thanksgiving baskets in November and
another 20 Christmas baskets in December to the poor in
the area served by Holy Rosary Parish for our Thanksgiving basket apostolate.
Members each received a prayer card at the January
meeting with the names of one living and one deceased
member to pray for throughout this year.
The chapter met for suffrages for deceased parents of
Dominicans on Saturday Feb. 13 at the 8:00 a.m. Mass
followed by Office for the Dead and the Rosary.
Jacqueline Linville will be received and Doug Rife will
be making temporary profession on Sunday April 25 at
the 9:00 a.m. Mass with a reception following.

(Continued on next page)
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sation with our three young brothers, Michael Schmitz,
Christopher Wetzel, and Christopher Brannan.

(continued from previous page)

Our 2010 retreat will be April 30-May 2, 2010 at Our Lady
of Peace Retreat in conjunction with the Discalced Carmelite Seculars. The retreat will be on St. Theresa, her
life, her times and her writings with Fr. Ramiro Casale,
OCD as retreat master. The deadline to sign up is the end
of March.
We are now accepting people for our next Initial Formation Class which will begin in May.
Sick report: Suzie King, her mother and her sister; Kay
Hampton's mother, Gemma; Terri Mersereau, Joyce
Timberman, Edie Roland, Joanne Moore, Sandy
Miller, Roberta Powell's parents and son.
Roberta Powell OPL
St Mary Magdalene, Tempe
St Mary Magdalene Chapter members gathered on February 5, 2010 at the friary, Jordan House, to meet the friar
novices who, with Novice Master Fr Anthony Rosevear,
OP, were making their annual stop. Each year the novices tour the province, stopping at each Dominican house/
priory and observing the work and the community life at
each. They try to connect with the Lay Dominicans along
the way. In Tempe, our chapter usually meets with and
learns about the novices and their vocational calls.
Sometimes we miss, but this year we made it. We provided a potluck dinner and enjoyed an evening of conver-

In Tempe, there is a cooperative, ecumenical ministry to
the homeless -- I-HELP -- in which members of our chapter have become involved. I-HELP (Interfaith Homeless
Emergency Lodging Program) is a cooperative effort of
several Tempe congregations (including the All Saints
Newman Center), Tempe Emergency Assistance Ministries, Tempe Community Action Agency and Tempe Salvation Army plus Tempe business and education partners. The homeless of our city are hosted by various
churches that have shower and kitchen facilities. Within
the general rotation, our chapter takes a turn every couple
of months by providing and serving a dinner for about 45
homeless men and women at the United Methodist
Church across the street from the Newman Center. They
are then given hospitality for the night and sent off in the
morning with a breakfast bag. Our last assigned date
was January 17th and our next date will be March 21st.
It has proven to be a truly inspiring and happy outreach
for us.
Karen Woods OPL
(Karen reports that she is doing well –Ed)
Blessed Margaret of Castello, Boise
The Blessed Margaret of Castello Chapter closed a year
of studying the Beatitudes with a lively colloquium on how
to live the Beatitudes. Meanwhile, the chapter's overseas
(Continued on next page)

A Contemplative Pilgrimage to the Lands of Dominic
For the Dominican Laity of the WDP In the Spring of 2010
Dominican Father Bernhard Blankenhorn will lead up to 15 Dominican Laity of
our province on a two-week pilgrimage to Toulouse, Fanjeaux and Caleruega
from April 26 to May 8, 2010. The low-key, retreat-like program includes lodging and meals at Dominican houses at all three sites. The horarium includes
daily Mass, Lauds, Vespers and Compline in common, as well as one or two
conferences with Fr. Bernhard. The schedule will allow generous time for rest,
walks, personal prayer and study and conversations. The main theme will be a
historical and spiritual portrait of St. Dominic. The projected price for the land
package is $1575-$2150, depending on the number of participants, plus airfare
($1100-1300). Registration is capped at 15 pilgrims, first-come, first-served.
For inquiries, please contact the pilgrimage coordinator, Sr. Jane Comerford,
CSJ, at pilgrimages@earthlink.net, or call her at 509-868-1683.
Fr. Bernhard Blankenhorn, OP has served as parochial vicar at Blessed Sacrament Parish in Seattle, where he
taught regularly in the adult faith formation program. He is currently writing a dissertation on the mystical theology of
St. Albert the Great and St. Thomas Aquinas at the University of Fribourg, Switzerland. Texts and/or audio files of
his previous lectures on St. Dominic and Dominican Spirituality are available at http://www.blessed-sacrament.org/
formation.html.
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From the Mail
Dear Mark:

Thank you Mark!

After reading several editions of Truth Be Told, I have
come to the conclusion we have a winning publication for
Dominicans! I was especially pleased to read the Urbi et
Orbi Christmas message of Pope Benedict XVI. Several
chapter members do not have internet access; the newsletter provides current articles of interest in a convenient
format. We print and distribute copies of Truth Be Told
for them.

I found many informative articles in past issues. I was
taught by Dominican Sisters of St Mary of the Springs in
Columbus, Ohio for 12 years and had several Friars as
teachers while a student at Catholic University in DC. I
had a very solid Catholic foundation thanks to the Dominican family and continue to cherish several Dominican authors.

There are so many activities involving our Dominican
Laity brothers and sisters (DLIPC, Social Justice, Chapter
newsletters, Prayer requests, Book Reviews and features
on the lives of early Dominicans, Dominican religious vocations, Contemplative Pilgrimage to the Lands of Dominic for the Dominican Laity) that give us a deeper appreciation of how fortunate we are to have these Dominican
resources.
As a bimonthly publication, the newsletter provides prayer
members with ongoing Dominican Formation, bringing us
closer to the active members of our chapters. We are
reminded we are preachers in word and actions. We also
have an open window into the world where many people
are facing and dealing with political and religious problems similar to our own.
Thank you for including articles that encourage and offer
deeper renewal for our personal spiritual growth. We
pray that God will reward you for the work you are doing
in Truth Be Told and look forward to the future editions.
Michaelene Kubeck, OPL
St. Dominic Chapter Prayer Member
Eagle Rock, CA
George H. Kubeck, OPL
Bartolomeo de las Casas
Costa Mesa, CA

From the Chapters
(continued from previous page)

apostolate, D.O.E.R.S. (Dominican Overseas Education
and Relief Society) continued its activities in January with
a trip to Honduras. Mike Turner, OPL and his sons visited the Happy Angels orphanage in Copan Ruinas and
Casa Aurora, an HIV/AIDS outreach program in San
Pedro Sula. They visited with Casa Aurora's founder, Dr.
Jovel OPL, member of the Saint Mary Magdalene Chapter of the Dominican Laity in San Pedro Sula. They also
delivered 30,000 children's multivitamins, 10,000 prenatal
vitamins, 900 doses of de-worming medicines and 2,000
doses of albendazole to our missionary friends who are
doing such good work on behalf of the children.

A blessed and joyous Christmas to you all!
Anthony Salomone
—
Thank you Mark,
We had a brunch with the Archbishop for the military service on Sunday here in Stuttgart. After the meal we met
informally and I broke the ice by telling him that if had any
priest that needed punishment he should consider that I
still need a spiritual advisor. He had a good laugh as well
as the others. A close friend here is a member of the K of
C and was concerned that I am too intense about current
affairs with our church, of which he made comment in
front of the Bishop. Now that I have thought about it for a
while I will respond with the following:
1. I am very observant of the direction our Church is
heading, I urge caution and serious study.
2. I have stood on the rubble of what was once a Catholic church that had recently been destroyed during
war.
3. I have stood in the smoking ashes of our Orthodox
brothers’ ancient churches after being attacked by
fanatical mobs.
4. I have come to the aid of Catholic priests who requested protection after their churches were fire
bombed and mass was interrupted by grenades being
tossed through the door.
5. I have witnessed the attempted assassination of His
Holiness Pope John Paul II, of which has yet to be
documented.
6. I am the father of a murdered family caused by a nation that sees abortion as an option.
7. I am tired of the endless assault against my religious
faith by those who have no faith or belief in a Divine
Providence.
8. Yes, I am "intense" and if it be God's will you will see
something real "intense".
So buckle up tightly Dorothy, Kansas is about to go to
pieces.
Paul O’Leary OPL, writing from Germany

Anita Moore OPL
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So let us remain with Jesus, the eternal and
incarnate Wisdom. Apart from him, there is
nothing but aimless wandering, untruth and
death. "I am the way, I am the truth, I am the
life" (Jn. 14:6). Now let us see the effects of
Wisdom in souls.
The Love of Eternal Wisdom, St. Louis de Montfort

Mary, our mother
And mother of the Redeemer,
Gate of heaven and Star of the sea,
Come to the aid of your people,
Who have sinned,
Yet also yearn to rise again!
Come to the Church’s aid,
Enlighten your devoted children,
Strengthen the faithful throughout the world,
Let those who have drifted
Hear your call,
And may they who live as prisoners of evil
Be converted!

Nothing More to be Added
In order to adore well we must keep in mind that Jesus,
present in the Eucharist, glorifies and continues therein
all the mysteries and virtues of His mortal life. We must
keep in mind that the Holy Eucharist is Jesus Christ past,
present, and future; that the Eucharist is the last development of the Incarnation and mortal life of our Savior; that
in the Eucharist Jesus Christ gives us every grace; that
all truths tend to and end in the Eucharist; and that there
is nothing more to be added when we have said, “The
Eucharist,” since it is Jesus Christ.
Let the Most Holy Eucharist therefore be the starting
point of our meditations on the mysteries, virtues, and
truths of our religion. The Eucharist is the focal point; the
truths of religion are the rays. … is not our Lord as meek
and humble in His Sacrament as during His mortal life?
Is He not always the Good Shepherd, the Divine Consoler, our bosom Friend?
Happy is the soul that knows how to find Jesus in the
Eucharist, and in the Eucharist all things!
St Peter Julian Eymard, The Real Presence

Pope John Paul II

Contact Truth Be Told
mark.gross.opl@gmail.com
2711 Lancaster Dr.
Boise, ID 83702


Please notify by email if you would like to
be added to the regular emailing list.

There is no subscription fee.
Truth Be Told is a bimonthly publication. It is released
on or around the first bimonthly, by email and web
(http://laydominicanswest.org/newsletter). Deadline for
contributions is one week before the end of the month
(but preferably by the 15th of the prior month).
Editor – Mark Gross

Let us, then, not light the lamp by
contemplation and action, only to put
it under a bushel - that lamp, I mean,
which is the enlightening word of
knowledge - lest we be condemned
for restricting by the letter the incomprehensible power of wisdom. Rather
let us place it upon the lampstand of
holy Church, on the heights of true
contemplation, where it may kindle
for all men the light of divine teaching.
-St. Maximus the Confessor
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Submissions to the Editor
Readers are encouraged to contribute letters or articles, in particular presentations made at chapter meetings. We cannot guarantee that all will be published,
and we reserve the right to edit submissions. The purpose of sharing submissions is to pass on relevant information and suggestions for proclaiming the Good
News of the Gospel according to the charism of St.
Dominic, and in accord with the Catechism of the
Catholic Church.
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